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Abstract

Selective wave soldering (SWS) is used to solder pins of through-hole components on a printed
circuit board while avoiding surface-mount devices. This technique is applied on large basis
in industry with the SWS machine and this machine can be the bottleneck in the process of
assembling circuit boards. The instructions for an SWS machine consist of one solder path
for each solder nozzle. These solder paths are currently defined per product by hand. The
goal is to automatically generate solder paths such that the time needed for defining solder
paths and the time needed for soldering pins is reduced.

A solder path consists of solder actions and such an action is responsible for soldering one
or more pins. The problem is divided into three separate subproblems. First possible solder
actions are found by using a sweep line algorithm. Secondly, some solder actions are chosen
to be used which is closely related to the set covering problem. Finally, the chosen solder
actions are connected to form solder paths by transforming the subproblem into a traveling
salesman problem.

While this approach does not guarantee an optimal solution, it does maintain a constant
approximation factor with respect to the optimal solution. Experiments have shown that
it is possible to generate solder paths which are more efficient than solder paths defined
by operators. Furthermore, solder paths can be generated quickly which allows for human
interaction. This is necessary since telling beforehand if a solder path constructs good quality
solder joints is very hard.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A printed circuit board (PCB) is used to connect electronic components using conductive
pathways. The printed circuit board was invented by Paul Eisler who made one as part of
a radio in 1936 [CFC08]. During World War II, the United States of America started using
the PCB technology on a large basis to make radios. In 1948, after the war was over, the
American government released the invention for commercial use. It was not until the United
States Army developed the Auto-Sembly process in the mid 1950’s, that the use of PCBs
became commonplace in commercial electronics [BCJW07, DG52].

Since the introduction of the PCB, its production has evolved from a labor-intensive activity
to a highly automated activity [AK09]. Research has been done to (partially) automate the
process of PCB production and assembly. An example is efficiently drilling holes in a printed
circuit board [Rei94]. These holes are needed for placing the through-hole technology, which
are larger components like transistors and conductors, on the PCB. The drilling problem is
to find a sequence of the holes that need to be drilled such that the total processing time
of the machine is minimized. Other processes that were automated include (but not limited
to) scheduling of drilling machines [HCH03], plotting of masks [MGR91] and placing surface-
mount technology [AK09].

Through-Hole Technology

Through-hole technology (THT) refers to assemblies of components with pins that are in-
serted into holes of the circuit board. The pins are later soldered onto the board. This
technology has been used since the early days of electronics (the 1920s) [CFC08]. The draw-
back of through-hole technology, which led to surface-mount technology, is the low density of
assemblies since through-hole components are fairly large. The process of soldering through-
hole components was partially automated with the introduction of wave soldering.

To effectively form solder joints, three elements must be present: flux, heat and solder. With
wave soldering all these three elements are applied uniformly to the complete underside of
the circuit board. First the board is moved by the conveyor belt through the flux stage where
flux is sprayed onto the board. Second the temperature of the board is raised in a preheat
stage and finally the board is moved through a wave of soldering. Moving the board through
a wave of soldering is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The width of the wave is at least equal to the
width of the circuit board such that moving the circuit board through the wave will solder
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all the pins.

Pump

Wave

Figure 1.1: Wave soldering a printed circuit board.

Surface-Mount Technology

Surface-mount technology (SMT) refers to assemblies of surface-mount devices (SMDs) which
are mounted directly on the surface of a circuit board. SMT was developed in the 1960s and
became widely used in the 1980s [CFC08]. The advantage of SMT over THT is that the
components are smaller and therefore a greater board density can be achieved. The assembly
process of SMT can be fully automated and includes three basic steps [AK09, Tir00]. First
solder paste is applied to the circuit board. Second the SMT components are placed onto
the board and finally the board is placed in the oven to melt the solder and form the solder
joints.

Mixed Technology

The introduction of surface-mount technology has almost replaced through-hole technology
[AK09]. However, through-hole technology is still preferred for applications which use high
voltage components or applications subject to environmental stress such as vibration. Nowa-
days, it is common to see circuit boards which contain both surface-mount technology and
through-hole technology. SMT components are first soldered with a fully automated process
onto the board. Next the through-hole (TH) components are placed and finally the pins of
the TH components are soldered. In this case, it is not possible to use wave soldering since
SMT components can not endure the temperature shock which is inflicted by wave soldering.

A solution for this problem is to use solder pallets. A solder pallet, see Figure 1.2, is a plate
with a size equal to the circuit board. It contains holes such that when the pallet is put onto
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the circuit board, the pins of the TH components are visible and the SMT components are
not. In this way the pallet protects the SMT components during wave soldering. Although
solder pallets remain a good, cost-effective choice for some assemblies, there are many cases
where this is not true [SB03]. Solder pallets are made by hand per product and this takes
time and costs money. Another problem arises when components with a significant height
need to be masked by the solder pallet. The distance between the circuit board and the pallet
can then become too large such that the wave of soldering cannot touch the pins anymore.

Figure 1.2: Example of a solder pallet1.

1.1 Selective Wave Soldering

Another solution for soldering TH components on mixed technology circuit boards, is to use
selective wave soldering (SWS). Selective wave soldering can be seen as a miniature version
of wave soldering. Instead of using a wave, one uses a mini-wave also called a solder nozzle.
The diameter of a nozzle normally varies from 6 to 14 millimeter. To place this in perspec-
tive, the width and height of a circuit board varies from 100 to 500 millimeter. Due to the
small size of the nozzle, it is possible to solder the pins without touching the SMT components.

A typical situation that occurs when using an SWS machine is illustrated in Figure 1.3. First
the nozzle is moved towards the circuit board such that it touches some pins. While the
nozzle is close to the board, the nozzle is moved through some more pins. When the nozzle
approaches an SMT component, the nozzle is moved away from the board. Now the nozzle

1Source of picture: http://moprecision.com/wave_solder_pallet
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can freely move to the next TH component without touching SMT components. This process
continues until all TH components are soldered.

Nozzle Movement

Figure 1.3: The process of soldering TH components with a nozzle and avoiding contact with
SMT components.

An SWS machine consists of one flux module and one or more solder modules. A schematic
view of such a machine is illustrated in Figure 1.4. The PCB is moved through the modules by
a conveyor belt. It is possible that multiple PCBs are inside the SWS machine simultaneously
but there is at most one PCB present in each module.

flux spray preheat solder preheat solder

PCB CONVEYOR

flux module first solder module second solder module

PCB PCB PCB

Figure 1.4: Schematic view of an SWS machine.

• The flux module is responsible for spraying a flux mixture on every pin that needs to be
soldered. The flux mixture is a chemical substance that increases the quality of solder-
ing. It removes oxidation from the circuit board, prevents oxidation during soldering
and improves the wetting characteristics of solder.

The flux mixture is sprayed on the pins with a spray nozzle which can move in the x -
and y-direction but the z -position is fixed. The x - and y-direction are parallel to the
width and height of the circuit board respectively. The z -position denotes the distance
between the nozzle and the circuit board, see Figure 1.5. Spraying can be done with a
fixed position of the nozzle or while the nozzle moves. The intensity of the spray can
be adjusted at any time.

• A solder module consists of two phases: one to preheat the circuit board and another to
actually solder the pins. The board is first preheated to evaporate the alcohol or water
of the flux mixture and to reduce the temperature shock during soldering. When the
board has the right temperature, normally around 110 degrees Celsius, the soldering
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phase can begin.

Pins are soldered by moving the solder nozzle through the pins. Every pin that is
touched by the nozzle is soldered. To guarantee good solder joints, pins should be
within a certain distance from the center of the nozzle. It is also important that the
nozzle is close enough to the circuit board, but not too close otherwise the board can
bend and the surface may be damaged. The temperature of a solder nozzle is normally
between 250 and 300 degrees Celsius. A solder nozzle can move in the x -, y- and z -
direction. The power of the pump that creates the mini-wave of solder can be adjusted
at any time.

x

y

z
width

height

thickness

PCB

Figure 1.5: Illustration of the width, height and thickness of a PCB and respectively the x -,
y- and z -direction of the nozzles.

Normally, an SWS machine has two solder modules: one with a small nozzle and one with
a larger nozzle. Using only a large nozzle is not possible since SMT components need to be
avoided. On the other hand, using only a small nozzle is not efficient since a larger nozzle
can solder more pins simultaneously.

The flux module and the two solder modules operate after each other, thus the processing
time of a PCB in an SWS machine is the total time used by all three modules. However, the
modules can operate simultaneously, only not on the same PCB. Since the process of PCB
assembly is a continuous process, the module that takes the most time can be seen as the
bottleneck and therefore that module is responsible for the throughput of the SWS machine.
Spraying flux on all pins takes much less time than the processing time of one solder module
(still true when using two solder modules). In order to maximize the throughput of the SWS
machine, minimizing the processing time of the flux module is not important but soldering
the pins efficiently is.
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Although soldering through-hole components is often a bottleneck in the process of PCB
assembly, almost no research has been done on automatically soldering the through-hole
components on a PCB. The only related work known, is the thesis of Van Hoeij [vH09] and
this thesis is a continuation of that research.

1.2 Problem Definition

In order to solder the TH components of a circuit board, information about the board and
the solder nozzles is needed. This information includes:

• A set of through-hole components where each TH component consists of at least one pin
that needs to be soldered. Each pin has a unique location on the board in the xy-plane.

• A set of axis-parallel rectangular keep-out areas in the xy-plane. These areas correspond
to areas on the solder side of the circuit board where the SWS machine may not solder.
An example of keep-out areas are the SMT components.

• A set of solder modules. For each solder module, the diameter and the start position of
the nozzle in the xy-plane are known.

With this information, it should be possible to generate instructions for the SWS machine
such that all pins are soldered and the keep-out areas are avoided. The nature of these
instructions need to be defined before the actual problem can be defined.

1.2.1 Solder Actions

The solder area is the area on the circuit board that the nozzle touches given a particular
state of the nozzle. This solder area depends on the shape of the mini-wave and the z -position
of the nozzle. The shape of the mini-wave depends on the diameter of the nozzle, the velocity
and direction of the nozzle, and the power of the pump that produces the mini-wave. It is not
known how the shape of the mini-wave changes exactly under the influence of the velocity,
direction and power. Therefore, the power of the pump is assumed to be constant and the
velocity and direction of the nozzle is ignored when computing the solder area.

Figure 1.6 illustrates how the solder area changes when the nozzle is moved towards the
circuit board. Since the shape of the mini-wave is not exactly known, it is not possible to
compute the solder area. What we assume is that a nozzle has only two possible z -positions:
one position such that the nozzle can not touch any pin or component and one position such
that the solder area is a circular area with diameter d, which is equal to the diameter of the
nozzle dnozzle . See Definition 1 for the definition of a circular area.

Definition 1. The circular area Disk(p, d) is the area covered by the disk with center p and
diameter d.

A solder action is a sequence of instructions for the SWS machine. The first instruction of a
solder action is to move the nozzle towards the circuit board. After this, the nozzle moves to
zero or more locations in the xy-plane. The last instruction is to move the nozzle away from
the board. The z -position of the nozzle does not change between the first and last instruction.
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z

dd

dnozzle

dnozzle

dnozzle

Figure 1.6: The solder area becomes larger when the nozzle is moved towards the circuit
board.

In other words, a solder action continuously solders a specific region. The SWS machine is
able to perform two types of solder actions. See Figure 1.7 for some examples of solder actions
and their solder area, see Definition 2 for the definition of the solder area.

• A point-solder action starts with moving the nozzle towards the circuit board. After a
small time, the nozzle is moved away from the board and then one point-solder action
has been performed. The area that is soldered during a point-solder action, is equal to
the circular area with diameter d, the diameter of the nozzle, and with as center the
xy-location of the nozzle.

• A track-solder action starts with also moving the nozzle towards the circuit board. Next
the nozzle is moved to a number of xy-locations on the board without changing the z -
position of the nozzle. When the nozzle reaches the last location, the nozzle is moved
away from the board and a track-solder action has been performed. A track-solder
action can be defined as a continuous line l composed of one or more line segments, also
called a polyline. The area soldered during a track-solder action, is equal to the union
of all circular areas with as diameter d, the diameter of the nozzle, and with as center
a point on polyline l.

Figure 1.7: Example of a point-solder action and two track-solder actions. The gray region
is the solder area and the dashed line is the polyline of a track-solder action.
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Definition 2. A solder action a that is soldered with a nozzle with diameter d, is defined as
a non-empty sequence of points, a = [p1, p2, . . . , pn]

• When n = 1, solder action a is called a point-solder action. The solder area of a is
defined as Area(a, d) = Disk(p1, d)

• When n > 1, solder action a is called a track-solder action. The solder area of a, where
|pipi+1| denotes line segment pipi+1, is defined as

Area(a, d) =
n−1⋃
i=1

⋃
q∈|pipi+1|

Disk(q, d)

Solder actions defined in practice are mostly point-solder actions or track-solder actions de-
fined by two points. Moreover, these track-solder actions often have a horizontal or vertical
direction, see the solder actions defined by an operator in Figure 1.8. Horizontal means that
the points which define a solder action have the same y-coordinate, vertical means that the
points have the same x-coordinate. Track-solder actions with a different direction are not
used since components are normally placed horizontally or vertically onto the printed circuit
board.

Figure 1.8: Two printed circuit boards soldered with point-solder actions or track-solder
actions defined with only two points.

Given the definition of the solder area for solder actions, it is easy to define which pins are
soldered given a solder action. The pins that are soldered by a solder action, are those pins
that lie in the solder area of the solder action, see Definition 3.
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Definition 3. Given a set of components C where each component is a set of pins, a solder
action a soldered with a nozzle with diameter d, solders the following pins

Pins(a, d, C) =
⋃
c∈C

{
p | p ∈ c ∧ p ∈ Area(a, d)

}

1.2.2 Solder Paths

A solder path is a sequence of solder actions that are soldered in order using one nozzle. Two
solder actions a1 and a2 are connected by moving the nozzle from the end position of a1 to
the begin position of a2. Moving the nozzle from one solder action to another, is always done
with a z -position such that the nozzle does not touch any pin or component. The solder area
of a solder path is the union of the solder areas of all solder actions on the solder path, see
Definition 4.

Definition 4. A solder path s that is soldered with a nozzle with diameter d, is defined as a
sequence of solder actions, s = [a1, a2, . . . , an]. The solder area of s is defined as

Area(s, d) =
⋃
ai∈s

Area(ai, d)

The pins that are soldered by a solder path, are those pins that lie in the solder area of the
solder path, see Definition 5.

Definition 5. Given a set of components C where each component is a set of pins, a solder
path s soldered with a nozzle with diameter d, solders the following pins

Pins(s, d, C) =
⋃
c∈C

{
p | p ∈ c ∧ p ∈ Area(s, d)

}

1.2.3 Processing Times

The processing time of a solder action is the time needed for the SWS machine to perform a
solder action and depends on a number of properties of the SWS machine. Next we describe
some useful properties including the properties of the SWS machine.

• Every solder action starts with moving the nozzle towards the board. The amount of
time it takes to move the nozzle towards the board, depends on two properties: the
velocity of the nozzle in the z -direction, vz , and the distance in the z -direction that the
nozzle needs to move, lheight . The property vz is a constant and about 50 millimeter
per second. However, lheight is given per solder action since the length of pins can vary.
Normally, lheight is about 7 millimeter.

• Once the nozzle is moved towards the circuit board, the nozzle stays in that position
for some amount of time. This amount of time is called the waiting time and is denoted
by twait . The waiting time is needed to ensure good solder joints. During the waiting
time, heat is transferred from the nozzle onto the pins that are touched by the nozzle.
The heat also spreads among the component. So, not only the temperature of the pins
that are touched by the nozzle is raised, but also of other pins that are connected to
the same component. The waiting time is applied on every point that defines a solder
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action in order to ensure good quality solder joints.

Automatically deciding the amount of waiting time is very difficult, maybe even impos-
sible. This time depends on many variables such as the material, temperature and size
of the component and pins. Normally, twait is about a second but it can vary per solder
action.

• During soldering, the nozzle should not be moved too fast. This is to ensure that good
solder joints are created. The velocity of moving the nozzle during soldering, vsolder , is
about 5 millimeter per second. This velocity can be adjusted per solder action.

• Before a solder action ends with moving the nozzle away from the board, the power of
the pump that produces the mini-wave is lowered. Lowering the power of the pump
is done to minimize the chance that a bridge of solder between pins is created. A
bridge of solder between two or more pins will introduce a short circuit which is not
desirable. The lowering time, tlower , is again very difficult to determine automatically
but is normally about a second. The lowering time can be adjusted per solder action.

• A solder action ends with moving the nozzle away from the board. This amount of time
depends again on vz and lheight .

• In order to maintain readability, the time that is needed to perform a point-solder action
is denoted with tdip .

tdip = 2 · lheight/vz + twait + tlower

• The maximum size of a circuit board is 500 millimeter in width and height. Let ldiagonal

denote the maximum diagonal given the maximum size of a circuit board.

Since most properties are very difficult to determine automatically, the flexibility that these
are dependent per solder action is dropped. All properties described above are constants and
the processing time of a solder action is defined in Definition 6.

Definition 6. The processing time of a solder action a = [p1, p2, . . . , pn], is defined as

Time(a) = 2 · lheight/vz + n · twait + tlower +
n−1∑
i=1

dist(pi, pi+1)/vsolder

The processing time of a solder path depends on the processing times of the solder actions it
contains. Furthermore, the solder actions should be connected and this is done by moving the
nozzle without soldering. This type of moving can be done much faster than moving while
soldering. The velocity of moving the nozzle without soldering is denoted with vmove and is
about 100 millimeter per second. A solder path is soldered by a solder module which has a
start position. So the time that is needed to move the nozzle from the start location to the
first solder action, must also be taken into account. The processing time of a solder path is
defined in Definition 7.
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Definition 7. Given the start location p of the solder module, the processing time of a solder
path s = [a1, a2, . . . , an], is defined as

Time(s, p) =
(

dist
(
p,first(a1)

)
/vmove

)
+
n−1∑
i=1

(
dist
(
last(ai), first(ai+1)

)
/vmove

)
+

n∑
i=1

Time(ai)

The functions first(a) and last(a) denote respectively the first and the last point of solder
action a.

1.2.4 Components

A circuit board contains components and the number of pins the component consists of vary
from one pin to a couple of hundred pins. Figure 1.9 contains two components which are
illustrated by the two dashed rectangles. To the left, solder actions are used that solder pins
from both components. This is not desirable since it will result in low quality solder joints.
Before soldering a component, the temperature of the component should be raised and this
is best done with a new solder action.

It is also better to solder the components one by one since heat transferred to the component
during soldering is lost when moving to another component. When we return to the compo-
nent to solder the remaining pins, the temperature of the component should be raised again
which means that the component has to endure a second temperature shock. The solder
actions to the right in Figure 1.9 are often preferred even when the processing time is larger.

Figure 1.9: To the left, solder actions that solder pins from multiple components are used.
The solder actions to the right are preferred since it causes less stress to the components.

In some cases we would like to permit the solder actions to the left in Figure 1.9 which
are normally not desirable. This can happen with components that absorb heat quickly
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such as resistors, see Figure 1.10. The information needed to recognize such situations is
not available. We solve this by not allowing solder actions that solder pins from multiple
components. When a situation arises as in Figure 1.10, the user should define the set of
resistors as a single component. Also, a component may only be soldered by exactly one
nozzle. The reason for this is the same as for not allowing solder actions that solder pins from
multiple components.

Figure 1.10: The resistors can be soldered in this manner since they absorb heat quickly.

1.2.5 Problem Definition

Now that solder paths are defined and the time it takes to solder a path is clear, it is possible to
define the actual problem. Informally, a solder path for every solder module available needs to
be constructed such that each pin is soldered exactly once and the keep-out areas are avoided
during soldering. The objective is to maximize the throughput of the SWS machine and this
means that the processing time of the solder path with the greatest processing time needs to
be minimized. For a formal definition of the problem, see below.

Problem. (Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths). Given a set of components
C where a component is a set of pins, a set of axis-parallel rectangular keep-out areas K and
a set of solder modules

{
(p1, d1), . . . , (pn, dn)

}
where a solder module is a tuple of a start

location and a diameter, construct for each solder module (pi, di) a solder path si such that:

• all pins are soldered, that is
n⋃
i=1

Pins(si, di, C) =
⋃
c∈C

c

• each pin is soldered at most once, that is

∀i, j, a ∈ si, b ∈ sj : 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n ∧ a 6= b : Pins(a, di, C) ∩ Pins(b, dj , C) = ∅

• all keep-out areas are avoided, that is( n⋃
i=1

Area(si, di)
)
∩
( ⋃
k∈K

k
)

= ∅
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• each solder action does not solder pins from more than one component, that is

∀i, a ∈ si :
(
∃c ∈ C : Pins(a, di, C) ⊆ c

)
• each component is soldered by one solder module, that is

∀c ∈ C :
((

]i :
(
∃a ∈ si : Pins(a, di, {c}) 6= ∅

))
= 1
)

• the maximum processing time of the solder paths is minimized, that is(
n

max
i=1

Time(si, pi)
)

is minimized
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Chapter 2

Overview

This chapter gives an overview of the approach used to solve the Minimum-Cost Selec-
tive Wave Solder Paths problem. First the complexity of the problem is analyzed in
Section 2.1. Next in Section 2.2, the approach used to solve the problem is described. Finally
a constant approximation factor of the approach, when compared to the optimal solution of
the Minimum-Cost Selective Solder Paths problem, is proven in Section 2.3.

2.1 Complexity

Solving the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths problem optimally is not fea-
sible in practice. This is true even when the problem is simplified. Suppose that for each
solder module, the solder actions are restricted to a given set of solder actions. The problem
then remains to choose for each solder module which solder actions are used and how those
solder actions are connected to form solder paths. We will call this simplified problem the
simplified Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths problem. Van Hoeij showed
how to solve this simplified problem optimally with integer programming [vH09]. Unfor-
tunately, that approach has an exponential running time and is not usable in practice, even
when the number of possible solder actions is linear in the number of pins of the circuit board.

Also from a theoretical point of view, the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths
problem and the simplified version are hard to solve. Theorems 1 and 2 state that the de-
cision version of the simplified and the non-simplified Minimum-Cost Selective Wave
Solder Paths problem are NP-complete and NP-hard respectively. The decision ver-
sion of the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths problem is whether a so-
lution exists where the maximum processing time of the solder paths is at most K, that is(

maxni=1 Time(si, pi)
)
≤ K.

Note that a discrete metric is assumed for computing distances between points. This is
necessary since the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths (MCSWSP) problem
is defined with the Euclidean distance and whether a summation of n square roots is at
most a given integer, is not known to be in NP. Assuming a discrete metric will still allow
arbitrarily accuracy by appropriate scaling. Without this assumption, the MCSWSP problem
is currently not known to be NP-complete.
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Theorem 1. The decision version of the simplified Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Sol-
der Paths problem with a discrete metric for the distance function is NP-complete.

Proof. A problem Π can be proven to be NP-complete by following these four steps [GJ79]:

I Prove that the problem Π is in NP.
It is enough to show that the problem is solvable in polynomial time by a nondeterministic
Turing machine [Kar72]. A nondeterministic algorithm for the decision version of the
simplified Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths problem would be:

• Guess a solution by choosing for each solder module, a permutation of a subset of
the set of possible solder actions.

• Check if all pins are soldered exactly once, all keep-out areas are avoided and whether
the maximum processing time of the solder paths is at most K.

II Select a known NP-complete problem Π′.
A well-known NP-complete problem is the decision version of the Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP), but only when using a discrete metric for the distance function [Kar72,
GGJ76]. The decision version of the TSP problem is the following: given a set of cities L,
an integer K ′ and the distance dist(li, lj) ∈ Z+ for each pair of cities li, lj ∈ L, determine
whether there exists a tour (or cycle) with a length at most K ′ such that each city is
visited exactly once.

III Construct a transformation f from Π′ to Π.
One instance of the decision version of the Traveling Salesman Problem with L
denoting the set of cities, is transformed to |L| − 1 instances of the decision version of
the simplified Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths problem. For each of
the |L| − 1 instances, it holds that:

• The set of axis-parallel rectangular keep-out areas K is equal to the empty set.

• Each city l ∈ L becomes a component c with one pin, the pin with the location of
l, c = {l}.
• One solder module is defined with a diameter d which is at most the smallest x -

or y-distance between any pair of cities in L. Note that this means that no pair of
cities can have a x- or y-coordinate in common. If this is the case, then this can be
overcome by slightly rotating the whole TSP instance.

• The start location of the solder module is the location of an arbitrary city lstart ∈ L
and is the same city for each instance.

• The end location lend ∈ L \ lstart denotes the location of the last soldered pin in the
minimal solder path. Each instance is assigned a unique location from L \ lstart as
its end location lend.

• For each pin corresponding to a city l ∈ L \ lend, the set of possible solder actions
contains exactly one point-solder action which has center l. In other words, each pin
can only be soldered with a point-solder action that is centered on the pin location,
with one exception, the pin that corresponds to city lend.
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• One track-solder action aend is defined which starts in lend and ends in a point far
to the right. Formally,

aend =
[
lend,

(
X(lend) +X∞, Y (lend)

)]
, where

X∞ =
(

max
l1,l2∈L

|X(l1)−X(l2)|
)

+
(∑
l1∈L

∑
l2∈L

dist(l1, l2)
)

• The integer K for the Minimum-Cost Selective Solder Paths problem is equal
to integer K ′ of the Traveling Salesman Problem minus dist(lstart, lend). The
speed of the nozzle for moving and soldering is one unit per second, so vmove , vz and
vsolder are equal to one unit per second. The other properties lheight , tlower and twait

are equal to zero. Integer K is equal to K ′−dist(lstart, lend) since a solder path does
not have to return to its start location. So the minimal solder path with processing
time K ′ − dist(lstart, lend) should correspond to the minimal tour of length K ′.

The solution of one of the instances of the decision version of the simplified Minimum-
Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths problem described above, is the answer of
whether the minimal solder path that connects all solder actions such that track-solder
action aend is the last solder action in the path, has a processing time of at most K.

Suppose aend is not the last solder action in the minimal solder path, then the last
location of aend, denoted by llast, would be connected to a point-solder action with some
location l ∈ L. Let’s define D to be equal to

∑
l1∈L

∑
l2∈L dist(l1, l2). Now we can derive

that the distance between llast and each location l ∈ L is at least D, hence, the length of
the minimal solder path is at least D:

dist(llast, l) = |X(llast)−X(l)|
≥ X(llast)−X(l)
= X(lend) +X∞ −X(l)

= X(lend)−X(l) + max
l1,l2∈L

|X(l1)−X(l2)|+
∑
l1∈L

∑
l2∈L

dist(l1, l2)

≥ X(lend)−X(l) + |X(lend)−X(l)|+
∑
l1∈L

∑
l2∈L

dist(l1, l2)

≥
∑
l1∈L

∑
l2∈L

dist(l1, l2)

= D

There is a valid solder path p that is a subset of the edges of the complete directed graph
of L. This path p can be constructed by visiting the solder actions in a random order,
except solder action aend, this solder action should be the last solder action visited. Since
D is the total length of all edges in the complete directed graph, the length of path p is
strictly smaller than D. The length of the minimal solder path is at least D, so we have
a contradiction.

The minimal solder path of an instance, corresponds to the minimal path visiting each
city exactly once, starting in lstart and ending in lend. This is true since:
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• the start location of the nozzle is lstart,

• aend is the last solder action in the solder path and the first point of aend is lend,

• each point-solder action is centered on a city,

• each city (or pin) can be soldered by at least one solder action and

• all solder areas are disjoint.

If two solder areas of a pair of solder actions ai and aj are not disjoint, then the x- or
y-distance between a location l′ ∈ a1 and a location l′′ ∈ a2 is smaller than d which is a
contradiction. See Figure 2.1 for an illustration.

d

d d

< d

Figure 2.1: No two solder areas of a pair of solder actions overlap since the smallest x- or
y-distance between any pair of cities is at least d.

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) instance was transformed into |L| − 1 in-
stances of the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths (MCSWSP) problem.
When these MCSWSP instances are solved, we known for each city lend ∈ L \ lstart
whether there is a solder path with a processing time at most K corresponding to a path
visiting all cities in L once, starting in lstart and ending in lend. A solder path with a
processing time at most K (among the |L| − 1 solder paths) exists if and only if there
exists a tour with a length at most K ′ visiting the cities in L once. This is true since K
is equal to K ′ − dist(lstart, lend).

IV Prove that f is a polynomial-time transformation.
The constructed simplified Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths (MC-
SWSP) problem, contains a linear number of components, pins, keep-out areas and sol-
der actions with respect to the number of cities in the Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP). A linear number of instances of the MCSWSP problem was needed to model the
TSP problem.
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Theorem 2. The decision version of the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths
problem is NP-hard.

Proof. A problem Π can be proven that it is NP-hard by using these three steps [GJ79]:

I Select a known NP-complete problem Π′.
As in Theorem 1, the decision version of the Traveling Salesman Problem is chosen
which is NP-complete [Kar72].

II Construct a transformation f from Π′ to Π.
As in Theorem 1, one instance of the Traveling Salesman Problem with L denoting
the set of cities, is transformed to |L| − 1 instances of the Minimum-Cost Selective
Wave Solder Paths (MCSWSP) problem. The |L| − 1 instances are constructed in
the same manner as in Theorem 1 with as exceptions the set of components, the set of
keep-out areas and the lowering time tlower . There are also no solder actions defined since
solder actions are not given in the non-simplified version of the MCSWSP problem.

• Each city l ∈ L\lend, becomes a component c with one pin, the pin with the location
of l, c = {l}.
• For each city l ∈ L \ lend, four keep-out areas k1, k2, k3 and k4 are added to the set

of axis-parallel rectangular keep-out areas K. See Figure 2.2 for an illustration of
the keep-out areas. Let ε denote an arbitrarily small distance.

– The locations of k1, k2, k3 and k4 are respectively d/2 to the west, east, south
and north of l.

– The widths of k1, k2, k3 and k4 are respectively ε, ε, d and d.
– The heights of k1, k2, k3 and k4 are respectively d, d, ε and ε.

• City lend becomes a component cend that contains two pins: a pin d/2 to the left
of lend and a pin far to the right of lend. The pin far to the right has x-coordinate
X(lend) +X∞ + d/2 and y-coordinate Y (lend). Recall that X∞ was defined as:

X∞ =
(

max
l1,l2∈L

|X(l1)−X(l2)|
)

+
(∑
l1∈L

∑
l2∈L

dist(l1, l2)
)

• For city lend, two keep-out areas k5 and k6 are added to the set of axis-parallel
rectangular keep-out areas K. See Figure 2.2 for an illustration of the keep-out
areas. Let ε denote an arbitrarily small distance.

– The location of k5 is d/2 to the north of lend, the width is X∞ + d and the
height ε.

– The location of k6 is d/2 to the south of lend, the width is X∞ + d and the
height ε.

• The lowering time tlower is equal to M where M is a very large number.

If we can prove that the possible solder actions are exactly the same solder actions as
defined in Theorem 1, then we have a transformation from the Traveling Salesman
Problem to the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths problem.

• For each pin corresponding to a city l ∈ L \ lend, the only possible solder action
is the point-solder action with as center l. This follows from the definition of the
keep-out areas k1, k2, k3 and k4.
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k1 k2

k3

k4

k5

k6

Figure 2.2: A TSP instance transformed into an MCSWSP instance. Left illustrates the pins
and keep-out areas, right the only (relevant) solder actions possible.

• Component cend can be soldered with multiple solder actions. However, the set of
solder actions with the minimal processing time that solders cend, is the singleton set
with one horizontal track-solder action. This is true since using multiple solder ac-
tions means that the processing time contains at least twice the lowering time tlower

which is a very large number. When using one track-solder action, the processing
time contains only once tlower . The smallest horizontal track-solder action soldering
cend, is the solder action starting in lend and ending in

(
X(lend) +X∞, Y (lend)

)
.

III Prove that f is a polynomial-time transformation.
The constructed Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths (MCSWSP) prob-
lem, contains a linear number of components, pins and keep-out areas with respect to
the number of cities in the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). A linear number
of instances of the MCSWSP problem was needed to model the TSP problem.

2.2 A Practical Approach

In the previous section, the simplified version of the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Sol-
der Paths problem was defined. This simplification makes sense since constructing solder
actions such that good quality solder joints are formed, is not possible without human inter-
action.

Each solder action used in a solder path needs to be tested. This is done by soldering the
circuit board once with the defined solder paths and checking if the pins are soldered cor-
rectly. When pins are not soldered correctly, some of the solder actions are adjusted and
another board is soldered again. This process is repeated until the result is satisfactory. In
practice, it is possible that the solder paths need to be adjusted multiple times. Knowing
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that finding good solder actions by hand is difficult, how can we expect to find solder actions
automatically? Another problem is that at first glance, it seems there are an infinite number
of solder actions possible that may be used in the optimal solution. Suppose this is true, how
would one choose among the infinite number of solder actions?

A conclusion would be that finding solder actions automatically is hopeless. What can be
done however, is to introduce a model that can tell whether a solder action forms good solder
joints. This model may be hard to construct, but a simple model can be useful in practice
and may reduce the number of possible solder actions significantly.

The approach used in this thesis, is to solve the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder
Paths with three separate steps.

(a) Finding solder actions.
The first step is to construct the set of possible solder actions for each solder module.
Notice that computing all possible solder actions is already very hard. One might think
that constructing two solder actions which solder the same set of pins but with different
processing times and with a different location, is not necessary since the solder action
with the smaller processing time is better. This is not always true. It can occur that
the larger solder action has a better location considering connections to other the solder
actions. So the minimal solder path connecting the smaller solder action can be longer
than when using the longer solder action, see Figure 2.3.

4 5

12 10

12 10

Figure 2.3: Example of two partial solder paths. To the left, a minimal track-solder action
with a length of 4 mm is used. To connect a point-solder action, one has to move at least
12 mm. To the right, a track-solder action with a length of 5 mm is used but now one has
to move only 10 mm. Depending on the soldering and moving speed, the solder path to the
right can be more efficient.

This step is solved optimally when for each solder module, the set of possible solder
actions contains at least the solder actions used in the solder path of the optimal solution
of the Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder Paths problem.
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(b) Choosing solder actions.
The second step is to choose which solder actions are actually used in the solder paths. So
given for each solder module a set of possible solder actions, choose for each solder module
a subset of solder actions such that each pin is soldered exactly once and the maximum
soldering time of the solder modules is minimized. This problem is NP-hard and has a
well-known related optimization problem called the Set Partitioning Problem, see
Section 4.3. Note that in this step no order is given to the solder actions.

(c) Connecting solder actions.
Finally the solder actions can be connected such that solder paths are constructed. Given
for each solder module the set of possible solder actions, construct for each solder module a
permutation of the possible solder actions such that the processing time of the solder path
is minimized. This optimization problem can be modeled with the Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP) which is NP-hard [Kar72]. The Traveling Salesman Problem is
given a set of cities and the distance between the cities, compute the shortest tour (or
cycle) such that each city is visited exactly once.

The reason for solving the problem with three separate steps, is to lower the running time
since solving the problem optimally is not feasible. A major drawback is that the solution is
not necessary the optimal solution. An overview of all benefits and drawbacks of the approach
described above, is given below.

Benefits

• The goal is to compute a decent solution within a small time span, say a couple of
minutes for practical instances. By splitting the problem into three separate steps, the
running time decreases significantly which is shown to be true in Section 6.

• Two of the three steps, choosing and connecting solder actions, are closely related to
well-known problems, namely the Set Covering Problem (SCP) and the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP). Extensive research has been done on how to solve these
problems optimally but also on approximation algorithms. This means that existing
algorithms can be used when the two steps are transformed into SCP and TSP instances.

• The last two steps solve the simplified Minimum-Cost Selective Wave Solder
Path problem. This is useful since human interaction is needed for the first step,
finding solder actions, and thus it makes sense to perform this task in a separate step.
It also enables us to use different resources for finding solder actions. For example one
may store the previously used solder actions in a database and reuse them when the
same situation occurs on a different circuit board. For new situations, a set of pins
not seen before, an algorithm can make a suggestion and an operator could adjust or
approve this suggestion.

Drawbacks

• At least two of the three steps, choosing and connecting solder actions, are still NP-
hard. This means that for large instances of our problem, these steps cannot be solved
optimally in decent time. The only hope is that the practical instances are small enough
to solve optimally or else approximation algorithms need to be used.
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• By splitting the problem into three steps, it is no longer guaranteed that the solution
is optimal. An interesting question is whether an approximation factor can be derived
when all three steps are solved optimally. See the next section for the answer.

2.3 Approximation Factor

A constant upper bound for the approximation factor can be derived given that all three
steps are solved optimally. Note that the properties of the SWS machine and the maximum
size of a circuit board are assumed to be constant, see Section 1.2.3. In order to maintain
readability some notations are introduced:

• The processing time of a solder path s = [a1, a2, . . . , an] used during soldering, is denoted
by SolderTime(s). Note that this time includes moving the nozzle towards and away
from the circuit board.

SolderTime(s) =
n∑
i=1

T (ai)

=
n∑
i=1

(
tdip +

|ai|−1∑
j=1

(
dist(p(i,j), p(i,j+1))/vsolder + twait

))

Note that tdip = 2 · lheight/vz + twait + tlower denotes the constant time used per solder
action. The j’th point in solder action ai is denoted with p(i,j).

• The processing time of a solder path s = [a1, a2, . . . , an] used while moving the nozzle
and not soldering, is denoted by MoveTime(s).

MoveTime(s) =
(

dist
(
p(s),first(a1)

)
/vmove

)
+
n−1∑
i=1

(
dist

(
last(ai), first(ai+1)

)
/vmove

)
The functions first(a) and last(a) denote respectively the first and the last point of
solder action a. The start location of a solder path s is denoted with p(s).

• Recall that ldiagonal denotes the maximum diagonal given the maximum size of a circuit
board, see Section 1.2.3.

Lemma 1. The approach described in Section 2.2 used for solving the Minimum-Cost Se-
lective Wave Solder Paths problem, has at most a constant approximation factor of
1 + ldiagonal

tdip·vmove
when the three steps are solved optimally.

Proof. Let Sopt and S denote respectively the optimal solution and the solution constructed
with the approach described in Section 2.2. Both Sopt and S are sets of solder paths, one sol-
der path for each solder module. According to Definition 7, the processing time of a solution
S is equal to maxs∈S SolderTime(s) + MoveTime(s).

A crucial observation is that, since the subproblems of finding possible solder actions and
choosing solder actions are solved optimally, the maximum soldering time of the solder paths
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in the optimal solution cannot be smaller than the maximum soldering time of the solder
paths in the constructed solution. Formally,

max
s∈Sopt

SolderTime(s) ≥ max
s∈S

SolderTime(s)

Another observation is that the moving time of a solder path s, MoveTime(s), is at most
the number of moving actions multiplied by the time needed to move the distance of the
maximum diagonal ldiagonal . This is true since moving the nozzle in any way other than over
a straight line, is not optimal. The number of moving actions of a solder path s is equal to
|s| since all solder actions and the start location of the nozzle should be connected. Formally,

max
s∈S

MoveTime(s) ≤
(

max
s∈S
|s|
)
· ldiagonal/vmove

The last observation is that the soldering time of a solder path s, SolderTime(s), is at least
the number of solder actions multiplied by the constant time needed to perform a point-solder
action. Formally,

max
s∈S

SolderTime(s) ≥
(

max
s∈S
|s|
)
· tdip

Now the approximation factor can be derived:

approximation factor =
maxs∈S

(
SolderTime(s) + MoveTime(s)

)
maxs∈Sopt

(
SolderTime(s) + MoveTime(s)

)
≤

maxs∈S
(

SolderTime(s) + MoveTime(s)
)

maxs∈Sopt SolderTime(s)

≤
maxs∈S

(
SolderTime(s) + MoveTime(s)

)
maxs∈S SolderTime(s)

≤ maxs∈S SolderTime(s) + maxs∈S MoveTime(s)
maxs∈S SolderTime(s)

= 1 +
maxs∈S MoveTime(s)
maxs∈S SolderTime(s)

≤ 1 +

(
maxs∈S |s|

)
· ldiagonal/vmove

maxs∈S SolderTime(s)

≤ 1 +

(
maxs∈S |s|

)
· ldiagonal/vmove(

maxs∈S |s|
)
· tdip

= 1 +
ldiagonal

tdip · vmove

The upper bound of the approximation factor can be made tight with the following example.
Suppose that there are two solder modules and one pin which lies close to the lower left corner
of the circuit board. This pin can only be soldered with a point-solder action centered on the
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pin but can be performed by both nozzles. The start location of the first nozzle lies in the
lower left corner, the start location of the second nozzle lies in the upper right corner, see
Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: The optimal solution is illustrated to the left, a possible solution of our approach
is illustrated to the right.

Since the start location of the first nozzle lies close to the solder action, performing the
solder action with the first nozzle is the optimal solution. The processing time in this case is
tdip since the distance between te start location and solder action is very small. A possible
solution using our approach is that the solder action is performed by the second nozzle since
the soldering time for performing the solder action is the same for both nozzles. Due to that
the start location of the second nozzle is on the opposite of the circuit board, the processing
time is in this case almost tdip + ldiagonal/vmove . So the approximation factor is 1 + ldiagonal

tdip ·vmove

which makes the upper bound of the approximation factor tight.
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Chapter 3

Finding Solder Actions

As explained in Section 1.2.1, track-solder actions are defined in practice by two points and
these track solder-actions have a horizontal or vertical direction. It makes sense to restrict
to track-solder actions that have a horizontal or vertical direction, because components are
placed only horizontally or vertically onto the circuit board, see Figure 3.1. Horizontal means
that the points which define a solder action have the same y-coordinate, vertical means that
the points have the same x-coordinate. Finding possible solder actions is difficult since it is
hard to tell beforehand if a solder action forms good quality solder joints. A simple model
can be constructed which gives an indication of whether a solder action forms good quality
solder joints, see Section 3.2. For the moment we assume that pin p is soldered by solder
action a if the pin lies in the solder area of the solder action, that is p ∈ Area(a).

Figure 3.1: Two printed circuit boards soldered with point-solder actions or track-solder
actions defined with two points.
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A solder action solders a set of pins and our approach for finding solder actions is to first
find sets of pins. The second step is to transform each set of pins into a solder action that
solders exactly that set of pins. A sweep line algorithm is used to find sets of pins. Note that
with this approach, we will find sets of pins that should be soldered by solder actions with
a direction orthogonal to the direction of the sweep line. Since only horizontal and vertical
solder actions need to be found, applying the sweep line algorithm from left to right and
from top to bottom should be sufficient. For Sections 3.1 and 3.3, “sweep line algorithm for
constructing strips” and “transforming strips into solder actions”, we assume that we would
like to find vertical solder actions. By rotating the printed circuit board, solder actions can
be found in a specific direction.

Section 3.4 describes how to efficiently find the pins that are soldered by a solder action. This
is useful since operators may define some solder actions by hand.

3.1 Sweep Line Algorithm For Constructing Strips

In order to find solder actions, first a sweep line algorithm is used for constructing strips. A
set of pins corresponds to a strip which is the minimum bounding box of that set of pins, see
Definition 8. A vertical sweep line is used for constructing strips with a width at most the
nozzle diameter, see Figure 3.2. This will ensure that each strip can be transformed into a
vertical track-solder action, see Section 3.3.

Definition 8. A strip of a set of pins P = {p1, . . . , pn} is the minimum axis-aligned rectan-
gular area that contains P.

y

x

sweep linesweep linesweep line

Figure 3.2: Constructing strips using a sweep line algorithm.
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The sweep line algorithm uses a priority queue Q of events which are ordered on ascending
x-coordinates. We define two types of events, pin and strip events. A pin event corresponds
to the sweep line reaching the x-coordinate of a pin. At a pin event strips may be created
and merged.

Each strip has a corresponding strip event which will occur when the pins to the right of
the sweep line cannot be contained in the strip due to the maximal width of a strip. The
width of the solder area of a vertical solder action is equal to the diameter of the nozzle d.
This means that the difference between the x-coordinates of two pins that are soldered by
one vertical solder action, cannot be greater than d. Let MinX(s) denote the x-coordinate of
the left most pin of strip s. Pins with a greater x-coordinate than MinX(s) + d cannot be
contained in strip s since the nozzle is not large enough to solder those pins in one vertical
solder action. So a strip event will occur when the sweep line has reached MinX(s) + d and
from that moment on strip s is final.

Algorithm 1 is the basic sweep line algorithm which takes a set of pins as input and produces
a set of strips. The set of pins corresponds to the pins of one component since solder actions
that solder pins from multiple components are not allowed, see Section 1.2.4. In order to find
solder actions for each component, Algorithm 1 is executed for each component.

Algorithm 1: MakeStrips(P)
input : A set of pins P
output: A set of strips S
Q ← priority queue on P sorted on ascending x-coordinates;1

T ← empty interval tree;2

S ← empty set of strips;3

while Q is not empty do4

e← Q.DeleteMin();5

if e is a pin event then6

HandlePinEvent(e.Pin, T ,Q);7

else8

T .Remove(e.Strip);9

S ← S ∪ {e.Strip};10

return S11

Interval tree T is used to store the strips that we are currently constructing. When a strip
event occurs, the corresponding strip is removed from T and added to the set of constructed
strips S. This will ensure that when a pin event occurs, the horizontal distance between the
sweep line and each pin contained by the strips in T is at most equal to the nozzle diameter.
Now we will explain how to handle a pin event.
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Handling a pin event

A pin event occurs when the sweep line has reached the x-coordinate of the corresponding
pin. At a pin event strips may be created and merged. A typical situation is illustrated in
Figure 3.3. The sweep line has reached pin p and interval tree T contains three strips: s1, s2

and s3. Pin p lies close to strips s1 and s2 and therefore these strips together with p are
merged. The same happens with strip s3 which is merged with two pins. When no strips
are close to the pin we have reached with the sweep line, a new strip containing that pin is
created.

y

sweep line

p

s1

s2

s3

s1

s3

s1

s3

x

Figure 3.3: Merging strips when a pin events occurs.

Determine critical distance

The first question we should answer: when does a pin lie close to a strip? The answer is when
the distance between the pin and strip is so small that it is better to extend the strip than
to create a new strip. Since strips are transformed into solder actions, the question is when
to extend a solder action and when to create a new solder action.
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Suppose there is a solder action that solders pin pi and we would like to extend this solder
action or create a new solder action such that pin pj is also soldered. Let ∆y denote the
difference between y-coordinates of pins pi and pj and let diameter d denote the diameter of
the nozzle. Figure 3.4 illustrates that we need to solder at most ∆y+ d/2 extra to solder pin
pj . When we extend a point-solder action into a track-solder action, we need twait additional
time since now the solder action is defined by two points instead of one.

∆y

d
pi

pj

∆y − d/2

Figure 3.4: Extending a point-solder action into a track-solder action such that pins pi and
pj are both soldered.

When we create a new solder action, the time we need extra is at least equal to the constant
time needed for a new solder action tdip = 2 · lheight/vz + twait + tlower . Extra time is also
needed to connect the new solder action. At this moment it is unclear how the new solder
action is connected since this is determined in a later stage, see Chapter 5.

Extending a solder action takes at most ∆y+d/2
vsolder

+ twait time, creating a new solder action

takes at least tdip time. At first glance it seems that if ∆y+d/2
vsolder

+ twait < tdip holds, it is
definitely better to extend a solder action. The following example shows that this is not true.
Suppose that the circuit board contains one component which consists of pins that lie on a
line segment such that the distance between adjacent pins is very small. So it looks as if
soldering these pins with one track-solder action is the optimal solution. However if we have
two nozzles and the component may be soldered with multiple nozzles (see Section 1.2.4), it
could be more efficient to split the track-solder action into two solder actions, one for each
nozzle. So even when it looks as if it is better to extend a solder action, this might not be
true when there are multiple nozzles.

To overcome the problem of deciding when to extend a solder action and when to create a
new solder action , we let the user define a parameter which state when a pin lies close to a
strip. A good starting point for this parameter is the value described above. It is also possible
to run the sweep line algorithm multiple times with different parameters. From now on we
assume that we have a critical distance which defines when a pin lies close a strip.
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Pseudo-code

Algorithm 2 handles a pin event which corresponds to the sweep line arriving at the x-
coordinate of pin p. First the strips S′ in interval tree T that lie close to p are retrieved. Let
dclose denote the maximum vertical distance between a pin and strip such that the pin is still
close to the strip. A strip which contains pins P is stored as an interval [ymin − dclose , ymax +
dclose ] in T where ymin is the minimum y-coordinate and ymax the maximum y-coordinate of
the pins in P. The strips that lie close to p correspond to the intervals which contain p and
these can be retrieved by performing a query on interval tree T .

Algorithm 2: HandlePinEvent(p, T ,Q)
input : A pin p, interval tree T and priority queue Q
strip← {p};1

S′ ← T .Find(p);2

foreach s ∈ S′ do3

strip← strip ∪ s;4

Q.Remove(s);5

T .Remove(s);6

Q.Add(strip);7

T .Add(strip);8

The strips S′ that lie close to pin p are removed from interval tree T and the corresponding
strip events are removed from priority queue Q. Next the strips in S′ together with pin p are
merged into a new strip. This new strip is added to interval tree T and the corresponding
strip event is added to priority queue Q. When no strips lie lose to pin p, a new strip is
created which contains pin p.

Extending the greedy approach

The approach used in Algorithm 2 is greedy since strips are merged when they can be merged
and a new strip is created only when a pin does not lie close to any strip. In other words,
solder actions are placed as far to the right as possible. This approach may not return the
optimal solder actions as is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Performing the sweep in the opposite
direction too, does not help.

An observation is that the number of distinct x-coordinates of the pins is much smaller than
the number of pins when the printed circuit board contains large vertical components. An
idea would be to create a new strip at every distinct x-coordinate of the pins even when there
are strips close to a pin. Algorithm 3 implements this idea.

First the strips that lie close to pin p are retrieved. Next these strips S′ are put into buckets
B = {b1, b2, . . .} such that each strip in S′ is in exactly one bucket. Furthermore, for each pair
of strips in a bucket si, sj ∈ b, it holds that the minimal x-coordinate of the pins contained
by si is equal to the minimal x-coordinate of the pins contained by sj , MinX(si) = MinX(sj).
Next these buckets are sorted onto ascending x-coordinates.
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Figure 3.5: A set of pins soldered by three solder actions. To the left, solder actions are
placed to the right if in that way we can solder more pins simultaneously. To the right, the
optimal solder actions are illustrated.

Algorithm 3: HandlePinEvent(p, T ,Q)
input : A pin p, interval tree T and priority queue Q
S′ ← T .Find(p);1

B ← empy set of buckets;2

foreach s ∈ S′ do3

b← bucket in B corresponding to MinX(s);4

if b = null then B ← B ∪ {{s}} else b← b ∪ {s};5

Q.Remove(s);6

T .Remove(s);7

sort buckets B on ascending x-coordinates;8

strip← p;9

for i = |B| down to 1 do10

strip← strip ∪ B[i];11

Q.Add(strip);12

T .Add(strip);13

if
(
∀s ∈ S′ : MinX(s) 6= X(p)

)
then14

Q.Add({s});15

T .Add({s});16

Now we can make sure when expanding strips, that the minimal x-coordinate of each strip
remains the same. This can be done by expanding the strips in each bucket with the pins
contained by strips lying to the right, see Lines 10 to 13 of Algorithm 3. If no strip with
minimal x-coordinate equal to the x-coordinate of p lies close to p, a new strip is created.

If now the sweep line algorithm is performed from left to right and from right to left, the
strips corresponding to the optimal solder actions in Figure 3.5 are found. However, this
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approach will not return the optimal solution in every situation either, see Figure 3.6. The
solution we will find in this example contains three track-solder actions where the optimal
solution contains two track-solder actions and a point-solder action. By expanding this ex-
ample vertically, the approximation factor goes to 3/2. When this example is also repeated
horizontally, the approximation factor goes to 2.

solution when placing to the right

solution when placing to the left

optimal solution

Figure 3.6: When using Algorithm 3, even when done from left to right and from right to left,
three track-solder actions are needed. The optimal solution contains only two track-solder
actions and one point-solder action.

In order to find the point-solder action in Figure 3.6 with our approach, sometimes a pin
should not be added to a strip even when the vertical and horizontal distance between the
pin and strip is small. The problem is that we do not know when we are dealing with such a
situation. A solution would be to do both possible actions: adding the pin to the strip and
not adding the pin to the strip (by making a copy of the strip). This solution can be achieved
by removing Lines 6 and 7 from Algorithm 3. Unfortunately, the solution is not practical
since many more strips are generated.

Running time

The running time of the sweep line algorithm is analyzed in this section. We differentiate
three versions of the sweep line algorithm: using Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 or Algorithm 3
without Lines 6 and 7.

• When using Algorithm 2, no more than n strips are created where n is the number of
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pins. Inserting a strip to an interval tree can be done in O(log n) time. A find query on
an interval tree takes O(log n+k) time where k is the number of strips found [CLRS03].
Each strip found is immediately removed, hence each strip is found at most once. The
total running time when using Algorithm 2 is O(n log n).

• When using Algorithm 3, the interval tree T contains no more than n strips at once.
The number of strips added at Lines 10 to 13 is at most equal to the number of strips
removed at Lines 3 to 7. This means that a call to Algorithm 3 increases the number of
strips in T with at most one. Algorithm 3 is called once for each pin, thus T contains
no more than n strips at once.

A find query on an interval tree takes O(log n + k) time where k is the number of in-
tervals found [CLRS03]. Suppose there are m ≤ n distinct x-coordinates, then k ≤ 2m
since a bucket does not contain more than two strips. If a bucket would contain more
than two strips, then at least two strips would be close to each other since all strips
found are close to the same pin. This means that those strips were already merged.
Lines 10 to 13 takes O(m log n) time, Line 8 takes O(m logm) time. Hence, the total
running time is O(nm log n).

Notice that m can be bounded since there is a maximum on the nozzle diameter (14
mm) and there is a minimal distance between pins (2 mm). This means that m ≤ 8.

• When using Algorithm 3 but without Lines 6 and 7, the interval tree contains no more
than O(nm) strips. It is possible that we find O(nm) strips at Line 1. Hence, the total
running time is O(n2m).

3.2 A Simple Model For Good Quality Solder Actions

As explained in Section 2.2, determining whether a solder action forms good quality solder
joints is very difficult. Ideally we would like a model that given a solder action and the set
of pins it solders, states whether the pins are soldered correctly. Some crucial information
needed for this model, such as the characteristics of the material of the pins, components and
circuit board, is not available, so constructing a complete model is not possible.

A simple model is described in this section which states that pins should not be close to
the boundary of solder actions. A pin is close to the boundary of a solder action when the
shortest distance between the pin and the boundary of the solder area is smaller than a specific
constant. The model extends this idea by making a distinction between pins that lie in the
solder area and pins that do not:

• A pin that lies in the solder area is close to the boundary when the shortest distance
between the pin and the boundary of the solder area is smaller than a user defined
parameter dinner .

• A pin that does not lie in the solder area is close to the boundary when the shortest
distance between the pin and the boundary of the solder area is smaller than a user
defined parameter douter .
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Common values for dinner and douter are 0.5 millimeter to 2.0 millimeter. When smaller values
for dinner and douter are taken, shorter and more solder actions are allowed but the risk of
introducing solder errors increases, see Section 6.

Figure 3.7 illustrates when a pin lies close to the boundary of the solder area. Pin p1 does
not lie in the solder area but is close to the boundary since the distance between the pin and
the boundary is smaller than douter . Pin p2 lies in the solder area and is close to boundary
since the distance between the pin and the boundary is smaller than dinner . Pin p3 does not
lie close to the boundary.

dinner

douter

d

p1
p2

p3

Figure 3.7: Solder actions such that pins lie close to the boundary of the solder area should
not be allowed.

By adjusting parameter dinner , one can define a region of the solder area where we are not
entirely sure if pins in that region are soldered correctly. On the other hand, parameter douter

can be used to define when we are not entirely sure if a pin that does not lie in the solder
area is not touched by the nozzle.

The model described is far from being a complete model. However, solder actions with pins
lying close to the boundary of the solder area are not desirable in practice. By using the
described model, such solder actions are forbidden and it enables us to find solder actions
which are often usable in practice.

3.3 Transforming Strips Into Solder Actions

A transformation of strip s into solder action a is valid if and only if:

• the pins that are soldered by solder action a are exactly the pins contained by strip s

• no pins are close to the boundary of the solder area of a.

If a valid transformation of a strip into a solder action exists, then the solder area should be
minimized which is the same as minimizing the soldering time.
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Next two approaches are described: one for transforming a strip into a vertical track-solder
action and another for transforming a strip into a point-solder action. When these approaches
are combined, the optimal solution is found which is a valid transformation with the soldering
time optimally minimized. Combining these approaches can be done by first transforming
the strip into a point-solder action. When this fails, transform the strip into a track-solder
action.

3.3.1 Finding vertical track-solder actions

Suppose that we need to find a vertical track-solder action, then the solution consists of two
points. The point with the greatest y-coordinate is called the upper point, the other one
is called the lower point. The area in which the upper or lower point can lie is called the
candidate area. Let us try to compute the candidate area of the upper point. For the moment
let’s ignore the pins that should be avoided and let us concentrate on the pins that should be
soldered.

Given an upper point (h, k), the area that is definitely soldered is the disk with as center (h, k)
and with diameter d − dinner . Since we are defining a vertical track-solder action, the axis-
aligned rectangular area lying beneath the upper point with width d−dinner and horizontally
centered on h, is also soldered. The height of this rectangular area is unspecified since the
lower point is not yet defined. The union of the disk and the rectangular area, which is the
area that is definitely soldered, is illustrated in Figure 3.8 with a solid filled area.

(h, k)

(x, y)

d− dinner

Figure 3.8: Given an upper point (h, k), the area that is definitely soldered is illustrated to
the left with the solid filled area. Given a pin p = (x, y) that needs to be soldered, the upper
point (h, k) must lie in the required upper area of p which is illustrated to the right with the
area containing the tiling pattern.

In order to solder a pin p = (x, y), the upper point must lie in a specific area which we will
call the required upper area of p, see the filled area with the tiling pattern in Figure 3.8. The
required upper area of a pin is closely related to the area that is definitely soldered given an
upper point, namely it is the same area only vertically mirrored and with a different location.
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The candidate area of the upper point is the intersection of the required upper areas of the
pins that should be soldered, see Figure 3.9. The candidate area of the lower point can be
computed in a similar way, namely it is the intersection of the required lower areas of the pins
that should be soldered, see Figure 3.9. The required lower area of a pin is the area where
the lower point must lie in, in order to solder the pin.

Figure 3.9: The candidate area of the upper point is illustrated to the left, the candidate area
of the lower point is illustrated to the right.

Determining the candidate area of the upper point by computing the intersection of the re-
quired upper areas, can be done with an incremental approach that runs in O(n2) time where
n is the number of pins that need to be soldered. This can be done by iterating over the pins
ordered with descending y-coordinate. For each pin in O(n) time: the required upper area
is computed, the intersection of the required upper area with the current candidate area is
determined, and the candidate area is updated. Note that the boundary of the required upper
area intersects at most once with the boundary of the candidate area. This is true since the
pins are ordered with descending y-coordinate and the diameter of the required upper area is
the same for all pins.

We expect that the intersection of the required upper area with the current candidate area
can be computed in O(log n), which will result in an algorithm that runs in O(n log n) time.
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However, for our application a quadratic algorithm is sufficient because the complexity of the
candidate area can be bounded by a constant. This is true since the maximum diameter of
the nozzle and the minimal distance between pins is known.

The solder action that solders the pins and with its soldering time minimized, is closely related
to the shortest vertical line segment l with one endpoint lying in the candidate area of the
upper point and the other endpoint lying in the candidate area of the lower point. The two
endpoints of the line segment are the points that define the solder action, see Figure 3.10.
The x-coordinate of the vertical track-solder action can be determined by adding the two
functions that define the candidate area of the upper and lower point, and then computing
the minimum.

l

Legend

pin to be soldered

begin or end point
of solder action

Figure 3.10: The shortest vertical line segment l with one endpoint lying in the candidate
area of the upper point and the other endpoint lying in the candidate area of the lower point,
defines the solder action that solders the pins and with its soldering time minimized.

When the candidate area of the upper point and the candidate area of the lower area inter-
sect, then the pins can be soldered with a point-solder action. See the next subsection for
transforming a strip into a point-solder action.

Until now, we have ignored the keep-out areas and the pins that should be avoided. Each
keep-out area and pin that should be avoided, has a forbidden area. For pins that should
be avoided, the forbidden area is the disk with diameter d + douter and with as center the
location of the pin. For keep-out areas, a point lies in its forbidden area if the distance from
the point to the keep-out area is at most d+ douter , see Figure 3.11.
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Legend

pin to be soldered

pin to be avoided

keep-out area

d + douter

d + douter

Figure 3.11: The forbidden area of a keep-out area and two pins that should be avoided.

The shortest vertical line segment l which defines the solder action, should not intersect any
forbidden area. If line segment l lies (partially) in a forbidden area, then the corresponding
pin or keep-out area area is not avoided. In order to find line segment l which does not
intersect with any forbidden area, the candidate area of the upper point and lower point can
be restricted.

We distinguish three cases: the forbidden area does not intersect with any candidate area,
the forbidden area intersects with exactly one candidate area, or the forbidden area intersects
with both candidate areas.

A Suppose that the forbidden area does not intersect with any candidate area. Let us define
the forbidden upper area as the union of the forbidden area and the area above the forbid-
den area, let us define the forbidden lower area as the union of the forbidden area and the
area below the forbidden area. Note that when the forbidden area corresponds to a pin,
the required upper area of the pin is almost equal to the forbidden upper area, only the
width differs.

Now it holds that line segment l lies (partially) in the forbidden area if and only if both
endpoints lie in the union of the forbidden upper area and the forbidden lower area. So in
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this case the union of the forbidden upper area and the forbidden lower area is subtracted
from both candidate areas, see Figure 3.12.

Legend

pin to be soldered

pin to be avoided

keep-out area

B

B

A

Figure 3.12: Cases A and B of a forbidden area intersecting the candidate areas.

B Suppose that the forbidden area intersects only with the candidate area of the upper point.
Now it holds that line segment l lies (partially) in the forbidden area if and only if one of
its endpoints lies in the forbidden upper area. So in this case the forbidden upper area is
subtracted from the candidate area of the upper point, see Figure 3.12.

C Suppose that the forbidden area intersects with both candidate areas. Let us define the
upper half of a forbidden area as the area of the forbidden area above the center of the
forbidden area. Similarly, Let us define the lower half of a forbidden area as the area of
the forbidden area below the center of the forbidden area.

If the upper half of the forbidden area does not intersect with the candidate area of the
lower point, and the lower half of the forbidden area does not intersect with the candidate
area of the upper point, then this case threaten as case A, see Figure 3.13. If this does not
hold, then this case is threaten as case B, see Figure 3.13.

For each forbidden area, one of the cases is applied which may restrict one or more candidates
areas. Next the shortest vertical line segment l is determined using the restricted candidate
areas. Now line segment l defines the minimized solder action that avoids the keep-out areas
and only solders the pins that should be soldered, see Figure 3.14.
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Legend

pin to be soldered

pin to be avoided

A

B

Figure 3.13: Case C of a forbidden area intersecting the candidate areas, is threaten as either
case A or B.

Legend

pin to be soldered

pin to be avoided

keep-out area

begin or end point
of solder action

Figure 3.14: The minimized solder action that avoids the keep-out areas and only solders the
pins that should be soldered is found.

3.3.2 Finding point-solder actions

Finding point-solder actions can be done with a similar approach as the approach used for
finding track-solder actions. First the intersection Ai of all disks with diameter d− 2 · dinner

and with as center a location of a pin that needs to be soldered, is computed. All pins are
soldered when the center of the point-solder action lies in Ai.

Next the union Au of all disks with diameter d + 2 · douter and with as center a location of
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a pin that should be avoided, is subtracted from Ai. This smaller area Ai \ Au defines all
possible locations for the point-solder action such that the pins that need to be soldered are
soldered and the pins that should be avoided are avoided. A similar approach can be used
with keep-out areas. Note that Ai \ Au is not necessary a connected region, see Figure 3.15.
An iterative algorithm similar to the algorithm used for finding track-solder actions can be
used to compute Ai \ Au in O(n2) time where n is the total number of pins and keep-out
areas involved.

Ai Au

Ai \ Au

Figure 3.15: Computing Ai \Au which is the area where the center of the point-solder action
must lie in.

Each point-solder action with a center in Ai \ Au is a correct solution. However, a location
close to the boundary of Ai\Au is not preferred since pins should not be close to the boundary
of the solder area. The center of the inscribed circle of a connected region of Ai \ Au is the
location that is preferred. This is the case since the center of the inscribed circle is the point
with the maximum distance to the boundary of Ai \ Au, see Figure 3.16.

Though it seems simple to guess the inscribed circle of Ai \Au, it is not clear how to compute
this. The complexity of Ai \ Au is at most quadratic in the number of pins, but we expect
it to be lineair. There are cases where the center of the inscribed circle is a vertex in the
Voronoi diagram of the pins. However, this is not always true for instance when there are
keep-out areas involved.
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Figure 3.16: The center of the inscribed circle is the preferred location of the point-solder
action.

3.4 Using Range Queries For Finding Pins

This section describes how to efficiently find which pins are soldered by which solder actions.
This is useful since operators may define some solder actions by hand. A rather straight-
forward approach would to check for each pin p and each solder action a, if p ∈ Area(a)
holds. Given a set of n pins {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and a set of m solder actions {a1, a2, . . . , am},
Algorithm 4 computes in O(nm) time for each solder action ai the set of pins bi it solders.

Algorithm 4: PinsSoldered
input : A set of pins {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and a set of solder actions {a1, a2, . . . , am}
output: For each solder action ai the set of pins bi it solders
for i← 1 to m do1

bi ← ∅;2

for j ← 1 to n do3

if pj ∈ Area(ai) then bi ← bi ∪ pj ;4

A more efficient approach to compute the sets of pins {b1, b2, . . . , bn}, is to use two-dimensional
kd-trees or range-trees. A kd-tree or range-tree can store a set of points in the plane and effi-
ciently computes axis-aligned rectangular range queries. A kd-tree for a set of n points uses
O(n) storage and can be built in O(n log n) time [dBCvKO08]. A rectangular range query
on a kd-tree takes O(

√
n + k) time, where k is the number of reported points. A range tree

uses more storage namely O(n log n) and can also be built in O(n log n) time. However, a
rectangular range query on a range-tree takes O(log2 n + k) time. When using fractional
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cascading, the query time can even be improved to O(log n+ k) [dBCvKO08].

The solder area of a solder action is unfortunately not an axis-aligned rectangle. A solution
for this is to approximate the solder area with multiple rectangles. A solder area Area(a) with
|a| > 1, can be approximated with |a| − 1 rectangles {R1, . . . , R|a|−1} such that

⋃|a|−1
i=1 Ri ⊇

Area(a) holds. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 3.17.

R1

R2

R3

l1

l4

l2

l3

Figure 3.17: The solder area of a track-solder action {l1, l2, l3, l4} is approximated with three
rectangles R1, R2 and R3.

The set of pins that lie in area
⋃|a|−1
i=1 Ri can be retrieved by performing |a| − 1 range queries,

each taking O(log n+ k) time. Since the area of the rectangles is larger than the solder area,
it is possible that we find pins which do not lie in the solder area. This can be determined by
checking if p ∈ Area(a) holds for each pin p in the area of the rectangles. Algorithm 5 uses a
range-tree and computes for each solder action ai the set of pins bi it solders.

When we assume that the maximum number of points that define a solder action is a constant,
the running time of Algorithm 5 is still O(nm+n log n). However, the number of pins returned
from the range queries should be small since the bounding box of a solder action is in practice
small when compared to the circuit board. When the maximum number of pins returned
from a range query is also assumed to be a constant, the running time of Algorithm 5 is
O((m+ n) · log n) which is more realistic in practice.
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Algorithm 5: PinsSolderedTree
input : A set of pins {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and a set of solder actions {a1, a2, . . . , am}
output: For each solder action ai the set of pins bi it solders
T ← range tree storing {p1, p2, . . . , pn};1

for i← 1 to m do2

bi ← ∅ ; // ai = {l1, . . . , l|ai|}3

P ← ∅;4

if |ai| = 1 then5

P ← P ∪ T .Query
(
X(l1)− d, Y (l1)− d,X(l1) + d, Y (l1) + d

)
;6

else7

for j ← 1 to |ai| − 1 do8

xmax ← max
(
X(lj), X(lj+1)

)
; xmin ← min

(
X(lj), X(lj+1)

)
;9

ymax ← max
(
Y (lj), Y (lj+1)

)
; ymin ← min

(
Y (lj), Y (lj+1)

)
;10

P ← P ∪ T .Query
(
xmin − d, ymin − d, xmax + d, ymax + d

)
;11

foreach p ∈ P do12

if p ∈ Area(ai) then bi ← bi ∪ p;13
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Chapter 4

Choosing Solder Actions

This chapter solves the problem of choosing which solder actions to use. The problem, which
is closely related to the Set Covering Problem, is solved with integer programming, see
Section 4.2 for the formulation. In Section 4.3, we take a look at related work and determine
the most efficient way to solve our problem.

4.1 Problem Definition

The problem that needs to be solved in this chapter, is the problem of choosing which solder
actions to use. Given for each solder module a set of possible solder actions, choose a subset
of solder actions for each solder module such that all pins are soldered exactly once and the
soldering time is minimized. We will call this problem the Choosing Solder Actions
problem. Note that the soldering time is minimized, not the processing time. This means
that the time which is needed to move from one solder action to another is ignored.

Problem. (Choosing Solder Actions). Given a set of components C, a family of sets of
solder actions F = {A1,A2, . . . ,An} where Ai is the set of possible solder actions of the i’th
solder module, and let di denote the diameter of the nozzle of the i’th solder module, construct
a family of sets of solder actions F′ = {A′1,A′2, . . . ,A′n} such that:

• for each solder module, the set of solder actions A′i is a subset of the possible solder
actions Ai, that is

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n : A′i ⊆ Ai

• all pins are soldered, that is

n⋃
i=1

⋃
a∈A′

i

Pins(a, di, C) =
⋃
c∈C

c

• each pin is soldered at most once, that is

∀i, j, a ∈ A′i, b ∈ A′j : 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n ∧ a 6= b : Pins(a, di, C) ∩ Pins(b, dj , C) = ∅
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• the maximum soldering time of the family of sets of solder actions F′ = {A′1,A′2, . . . ,A′n}
is minimized, that is: (

n
max
i=1

( ∑
a∈A′

i

Time(a)
))

is minimized

4.2 Integer Programming Formulation

Suppose an order is given of the pins, {p1, . . . , pn}, and the possible solder actions, {a1, . . . , am}.
Let B = (b(i,j)) be a matrix where constant b(i,j) denotes if a pin is soldered by a solder action.
If pin pi is soldered by solder action aj then b(i,j) = 1, otherwise b(i,j) = 0. Furthermore, let
constant wj be equal to the soldering time of solder action aj , that is wj = Time(aj). When
there is only one solder module, the Choosing Solder Actions problem can be rewritten
as an integer programming (IP) formulation:

Minimize
m∑
j=1

wjxj , subject to

m∑
j=1

b(i,j)xj = 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , n

xj ∈ {0, 1} j = 1, 2, . . . ,m

Variable xj denotes if solder action aj is chosen. If aj is chosen then xj = 1, otherwise xj = 0.

When there are multiple solder modules the IP-formulation becomes slightly more compli-
cated. Let F = {A1,A2, . . . ,A|F|} denote the sets of possible solder actions, one set of possible
solder actions for each solder module. Let akj denote the j’th solder action in Ak. The sol-
dering time of akj is denoted by constant wkj , whether pin pi is soldered by akj is denoted by
constant bk(i,j), and if solder action akj is chosen is denoted by variable xkj . The Choosing
Solder Actions problem can now be rewritten as:

Minimize Z, subject to
|Ak|∑
j=1

wkj x
k
j ≤ Z, k = 1, 2, . . . , |F|

|F|∑
k=1

|Ak|∑
j=1

bk(i,j)x
k
j = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

xkj ∈ {0, 1} k = 1, 2, . . . , |F| and j = 1, 2, . . . , |Ak|

Components revisited

As described in Section 1.2.4, soldering a component with multiple nozzles is not allowed.
Let variable s(i,k) denote if component ci is soldered with the k’th nozzle. If component ci is
soldered with the k’th nozzle then s(i,k) = 1, otherwise s(i,k) = 0. The constraint we would
like to express is that a component is soldered by exactly one nozzle, thus

∑
k s(i,k) = 1 for
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each component ci ∈ C.

Let constant ck(i,j) denote if solder action akj solders a pin from component ci ∈ C. If a solder
action akj solders a pin from component ci then ck(i,j) = 1, otherwise ck(i,j) = 0. A solder action
performed by the k’th nozzle, may only be chosen if for the corresponding component we have
chosen the k’th nozzle, thus if s(i,k) = 1. Formally, xkj · ck(i,j) ≤ s(i,k). It is not necessary to
introduce a constraint for each solder action, a constraint for each component and for each
nozzle will suffice:

|Ak|∑
j=1

xkj · ck(i,j) ≤ |Ak| · s(i,k), i = 1, 2, . . . , |C| and k = 1, 2, . . . , |F|

|F|∑
k=1

s(i,k) = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , |C|

4.3 Related Problems and Work

The decision version of the Set Covering Problem (SCP) is: given a universe U , a family
S of subsets of U and an integer K, is there a cover C ⊆ S containing at most K sets and
whose union is U [Kar72]. In the weighted SCP every set has a positive weight and the total
weight of the cover C should be minimized [HT94].

The Set Partitioning Problem (SPP) is: given a universe U , a family S of subsets of U
and an integer K, can U be partitioned by using at most K sets from S. In the weighted SPP
every set has a positive weight and the total weight of the partitioning should be minimized
[GN69].

A common way to define the weighted SPP is as follows. Let A = (a(i,j)) be a 0-1 n × m
matrix, let N = {1, 2, . . . , n} and M = {1, 2, . . . ,m} denote the set of columns and rows
respectively, and let c = (ci) be an n-dimensional integer vector. The constant ci represents
the cost of column i. A column i covers a row j if a(i,j) = 1, otherwise a(i,j) = 0. The SPP
problem is to construct a minimum-cost subset of columns S ⊆ N such that each row is
covered by exactly one column in S. A mathematical model of this problem is:

Minimize
∑
i∈N

cixi, subject to∑
i∈N

a(i,j)xi = 1, j ∈M

xi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ N

Variable xi denotes if column is contained in S. If column i is contained in S then xi = 1,
otherwise xi = 0. In order to model SCP, the equality sign should be equal to ≥.

SCP is NP-hard (as is SPP) and also difficult from the point of theoretical approximation
[LY93]. The most effective exact approaches that solve SCP are branch-and-bound algorithms
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in which lower bounds are computed by solving the LP relaxation [CFT00]. This explains
why general integer programming solvers are good in solving SCP since these solvers are often
based on branch-and-bound. In a survey of Caprara et al. some specific algorithms for SCP
and some general solvers were evaluated [CFT00]. The conclusion was that the commercial
general solver CPLEX [CPX] performed very well, even better than specific algorithms for
SCP. The current state of CPLEX is that it can optimally solve instances that contain a
couple of thousand columns and rows.
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Chapter 5

Connecting Solder Actions

This chapter solves the problem of connecting solder actions. The problem is transformed into
the asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), see Section 5.2. In order to solve
asymmetric TSP instances, for instance when using the TSP solver Concorde, it is sometimes
useful to transform these instances into symmetric TSP instances. This transformation is
described in Section 5.3. Finally in Section 5.4, we take a look at related work and evaluate
the performance in order to determine the most efficient way to solve our problem.

5.1 Problem Definition

The problem that needs to be solved in this chapter, is the problem of connecting solder
actions. Given a set of solder actions and the start location of the nozzle for each solder
module, construct for each solder module the shortest solder path containing the given sol-
der actions and starting at the start location. Since solder paths of different solder modules
cannot interfere with each other, the solder paths can be constructed separately per solder
module.

Connecting two solder actions ai = [p1, . . . , p|ai|] and aj = [q1, . . . , q|aj |] can be done by moving
the nozzle from the last point of ai, last(ai) = p|ai|, to the first point of aj , first(aj) = q1, see
Figure 5.1. The other option is to move the nozzle from last(aj) to first(ai). The time needed
to move the nozzle, which should be minimized, is only depended on the distance traveled by
the nozzle.

A solder action is defined as a sequence of points, see Definition 2, which means that a solder
action is directed. Often it is acceptable if the direction of a solder action is reversed. Let
reverse(a) denote solder action a with reversed direction, see Definition 9. However, it is not
always possible to reverse a solder action. This can happen for instance when a plastic pin
is nearby the end location of a solder action. Letting a solder action begin at a location of a
plastic pin, often results in a melted plastic pin.

Definition 9. Solder action a = [p1, p2, . . . , pn−1, pn] reversed is defined as

reverse
(

[p1, p2, . . . , pn−1, pn]
)

= [pn, pn−1, . . . , p2, p1]
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ai = [p1, p2] aj = [q1, q2] ai = [p1, p2] aj = [q1, q2]

last(ai) first(aj)

first(ai) last(aj)

p2 q1

q2p1

s = [ai, aj ] s′ = [aj , ai]

Figure 5.1: Connecting solder actions ai = [p1, p2] and aj = [q1, q2] can be done with solder
path s = [ai, aj ] or with solder path s′ = [aj , ai]. Moving the nozzle while soldering is
illustrated with a solid line, moving the nozzle while not soldering is illustrated with a dashed
line.

Given a set of solder actions A, let’s assume that another set of solder actions Astrict ⊆
A denotes the set of solder actions that may not be reversed. The problem is to construct a
permutation π and a function f . The permutation π is a permutation of A and defines the
order of the solder actions in the minimal solder path. The function f defines which solder
actions are reversed.

Problem. (Connecting Solder Actions). Given a set of solder actions A = {a1, a2, . . . , a|A|},
a set of solder actions that may not be reversed Astrict ⊆ A and a start location p, construct
a permutation π (i 7→ j) of A and a function f that may reverse some solder actions such
that:

• the function f does not reverse solder actions in Astrict, that is(
f(ai) = ai

)∨(
f(ai) = reverse(ai)

∧
ai /∈ Astrict

)
• the length of the path starting in p and connecting the solder actions in the order defined

by π is minimized, that isdist
(
p,first

(
f(aπ(1))

))
+
|A|−1∑
i=1

dist
(

last
(
f(aπ(i))

)
,first

(
f(aπ(i+1))

)) is minimized
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5.2 Transforming Into TSP

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is: given a set of cities L and the distance
dist(li, lj) ∈ Z+ between each pair of cities li, lj ∈ L, compute the shortest tour (or cycle)
such that each city is visited exactly once. The TSP problem is NP-complete [GJ79].

A first attempt at transforming the Connecting Solder Actions problem into a Trav-
eling Salesman Problem (TSP), could be to take the set of cities equal to the union of
the solder actions and the start location. Given an instance of the Connecting Solder
Actions problem, so given a set of solder actions A = {a1, a2, . . . , a|A|} and a start location
p, the set of cities L for the TSP instance is equal to:

L = p ∪
⋃
a∈A

a

Note that a solder action a is defined as a non-empty sequence of points, see Definition 2 in
Section 1.2. Let pki ∈ L denote the i’th point in solder action ak = [pk1, . . . , p

k
|ak|].

When the Euclidean distance is used, the TSP instance with L does not correspond to the
instance of the Connecting Solder Actions problem. Some points must be connected,
for instance adjacent points in a solder actions, while other points may not be connected.
This can be enforced by redefining the distance function. Let dist be the Euclidean distance.
Next we define a new distance function dist′ such that the solution of the TSP instance L
using dist′ as the distance function, corresponds to the shortest solder path.

Defining the distance

A solder path should respect the defined solder actions, thus adjacent points in a solder action
must be connected. This can be enforced by defining the distance between two adjacent points
of a solder action as minus a large distance −dist∞. This large distance dist∞ is defined as
the total length of the complete graph of L:

dist∞ =
∑
li∈L

∑
lj∈L

dist(li, lj)

Note that an edge from pki+1 to pki is only allowed when ak /∈ Astrict.

dist′(pki , p
k
i+1) = − dist∞ for k = 1, . . . , |A| and i = 1, . . . , |ak| − 1

dist′(pki+1, p
k
i ) = − dist∞ for k = 1, . . . , |A|, i = 1, . . . , |ak| − 1 and ak /∈ Astrict

The Traveling Salesman Problem is defined with a positive distance function, so dist′

cannot be negative. This can be solved by adding dist∞ to the final definition of the distance
function. Since the total length of every tour will increase equally (dist∞ multiplied by the
number of cities), the shortest tour will remain the same.
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Lemma 2. The shortest tour of L connects the adjacent points in every solder action.

Proof. The maximum number of edges of length −dist∞ in a tour of L is equal to the number
of adjacent points in the solder actions, that is

∑
a∈A(|a| − 1), since a tour of L visits every

city at most once.

There exists a tour with a total length strictly smaller than dist∞ − dist∞ ·
∑

a∈A(|a| − 1),
namely the tour visiting the solder actions A in an arbitrary order and maintaining the order
of the points in every solder action a ∈ A.

A tour that contains strictly less than
∑

a∈A(|a| − 1) edges of length −dist∞, has at least a

total length of −dist∞ ·
((∑

a∈A(|a| − 1)
)
− 1
)

which is greater than the length of the tour
just constructed.

Two solder actions can be connected in a number of different ways as is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.1. However, an outgoing edge from first(a) or an incoming edge to last(a) is not per-
mitted when a ∈ Astrict. This can be enforced by defining the distance between some cities
in L as dist∞:

dist′(pk1, p
l
i) = dist∞ for 1 ≤ k 6= l ≤ |A|, i = 1, . . . , |al| and ak ∈ Astrict

dist′(pki , p
l
|al|) = dist∞ for 1 ≤ k 6= l ≤ |A|, i = 1, . . . , |ak| and al ∈ Astrict

Lemma 3. The shortest tour of L does not contain an edge of length dist∞.

Proof. There exists a tour which does not contain any edge of length dist∞ and has a total
length strictly smaller than dist∞− dist∞ ·

∑
a∈A(|a| − 1), namely the tour visiting the solder

actions A in an arbitrary order and maintaining the order of the points in every solder action
a ∈ A.

A tour that contains an edge of length dist∞, has at least a total length of dist∞ − dist∞ ·∑
a∈A(|a| − 1). This is true since a tour has at most

∑
a∈A(|a| − 1) edges of length −dist∞

and all other edges have a positive length. Hence, a tour with an edge of length dist∞ has a
greater total length than the tour just constructed.

The Traveling Salesman Problem is the problem of finding a tour but the Connecting
Solder Actions problem is to find a path starting in p; where the minimal solder path ends
is not important. This can be modeled by defining the distance from any point to p as zero.
In other words, it does not matter from which point we return to p, that is

dist′(pki , p) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , |A| and i = 1, . . . , |ak|

The distance between all other pairs of cities is defined as the Euclidean distance. Note that
the intermediate points of a solder action, that is all but the first and last point, can be left
out of the TSP instance. This is true since there are at most two possibilities for connecting
the points of a solder action: either the points are connected in order or in reversed order.
For these two possibilities, the intermediate points do not matter.
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5.3 From Asymmetric To Symmetric TSP

Transforming an asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) to an equivalent sym-
metric one, can be useful when only an algorithm that solves the symmetric TSP problem
is available. For instance Held and Karp’s method [HK70] and Concorde [CON] only solve
symmetric TSP problems.

Suppose an instance of the TSP problem is defined as a matrix C = (c(i,j)) with i, j ∈
{1, . . . , n} where c(i,j) denotes the length of the directed edge from city li to lj . This (possibly)
asymmetric TSP problem can be transformed into an equivalent symmetric TSP problem.
Let C be equal to C except that c(i,i) = −M where M is a very large number. Furthermore,
let U = u(i,j) be a matrix with u(i,j) = ∞ for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Now C can be transformed
into a symmetric matrix C̃ [JV86]:

C̃ =
∣∣∣∣ U C

T

C U

∣∣∣∣ Where CT is the transpose of C.

The number of cities corresponding to C̃ is 2n, city li becomes a pair of cities (li, li+n) where
li and li+n are connected in the shortest tour since c(i,i) = −M . The other edge connecting
li is the incoming edge of (li, li+n) and the other edge connecting li+n is the outgoing edge of
(li, li+n).
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Figure 5.2: Transforming an asymmetric TSP problem into a symmetric TSP problem and
its solution.

5.4 Related Work

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is: given a set of cities L and the distance
dist(li, lj) ∈ Z+ between each pair of cities li, lj ∈ L, compute the shortest tour (or cycle)
such that each city is visited exactly once. The TSP problem is NP-complete [GJ79].

When Euclidean distances are used and not given, so the distances need to be computed, the
Traveling Salesman Problem is not known to be in NP [GGJ76]. This is true since the
problem of deciding whether a summation of n square roots is at most a given integer, is
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not known to be in NP. This technical issue can be overcome by assuming a discrete metric.
Note that this will still allow arbitrary accuracy by appropriate scaling. When a discrete
metric is used to approximate the Euclidean distance, the Traveling Salesman Problem
is NP-complete [GGJ76].

Let variable x(i,j) denote if the directed edge |lilj | is in the shortest tour. If the directed edge
|lilj | is in the shortest tour then x(i,j) = 1, otherwise x(i,j) = 0. Furthermore let constant c(i,j)

be equal to dist(li, lj) which is the distance between li and lj . A first attempt at formulating
the TSP problem as an integer programme could be:

Minimize
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1
i 6=j

c(i,j)x(i,j), subject to (5.1)

n∑
i=1
i 6=j

x(i,j) = 1 j = 1, 2, . . . , n (5.2)

n∑
j=1
i 6=j

x(i,j) = 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , n (5.3)

x(i,j) ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . , n

The total distance of the tour,
∑∑

c(i,j)x(i,j), is minimized since we would like to compute
the shortest tour, see Equation 5.1. A necessary condition for a tour that visits every city
exactly once, is that every city in the tour has exactly one incoming and one outgoing edge,
see Equations 5.2 and 5.3. Unfortunately, the mathematical model defined above allows sub-
tours. A subtour is a tour that does not visit all cities. Excluding subtours from the solution
space can be done by adding subtour elimination constraints.

A subtour elimination constraint is a set of equations that are added to the mathematical
model, Equations 5.1 to 5.3, such that the solution of the model is the shortest tour visiting all
cities exactly once. There are three well-known subtour elimination constraints: the subtour
formulation, the sequential formulation and the flow formulation.

5.4.1 Subtour Formulation

The first subtour elimination constraint was introduced by Dantzig et al. in 1954 [DFJ54].
The number of edges in a tour is equal to the number of cities it visits. Therefore for any
non-empty proper subset L′ ⊂ L, the subset L′ is the set of cities of a subtour if and only if the
number of edges in the graph induced by L′ is equal to |L′|. This is true due to Equations 5.2
and 5.3 which ensure that the number of edges in L′ is at most |L′|. Hence, the following
equation is a subtour elimination constraint:∑

li∈L′

∑
lj∈L′

li 6=lj

x(i,j) ≤ |L′| − 1 L′ ⊂ L, L′ 6= ∅ (5.4)
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Lemma 4. Minimizing function 5.1 with respect to constraints 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, results in
one tour visiting every city exactly once.

Proof. First we prove that given an assignment to x which corresponds to a tour visiting all
cities in L exactly once, then Equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are satisfied. Next we prove that
given an assignment to x which corresponds to two or more subtours together visiting all
cities in L, then Equation 5.4 is not satisfied.

• Suppose there is an assignment to x which corresponds to a tour visiting all cities in L
exactly once. This means that the assignment to x satisfies Equations 5.2 and 5.3. For
any non-empty proper subset L′ ⊂ L, the graph induced by L′ has at most |L′| edges
due to Equations 5.2 and 5.3. When L′ has exactly |L′| edges, there is a subtour visiting
the cities in L′ which is a contradiction. Hence, it holds that L′ has at most |L′|−1 edges.

• Suppose there are k ≥ 2 subtours t1, t2, . . . , tk together visiting the cities in L and
satisfying Equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Take as proper subset L′ ⊂ L the set of cities
that are visited by t1. The graph induced by L′ contains |L′| edges which contradicts
Equation 5.4.

Equation 5.4 can be rewritten into Equation 5.5 [DFJ54]. This can be proven in the same
manner as Lemma 4. For every non-empty proper subset L′ ⊂ L, there must be an edge from
L′ to L′ to obtain a single tour:∑

li∈L′

∑
lj∈L′

x(i,j) ≥ 1 L′ ⊂ L, L′ 6= ∅ (5.5)

Equations 5.4 and 5.5 both use non-empty proper subsets. There are Θ(2|L|) subsets of L
and thus the complete model using either Equation 5.4 or 5.5 consists of Θ(2|L|) constraints.
Dantzig used the subtour formulation to find the shortest tour visiting 49 cities, one in each
of the 48 states of the U.S.A. and Washington D.C. [DFJ54]. Not all 249 − 2 constraints
corresponding to the possible non-empty proper subsets were needed in the mathematical
model to find the shortest tour. An approach would be to compute the solution without the
subtour elimination constraints. While the solution contains subtours, add a constraint to the
model which corresponds to a subset of cities which are visited by a subtour, and recompute
the solution. Note that in the worst case an exponential number of constraints are still needed
to find the shortest tour.

5.4.2 Sequential Formulation

The sequential formulation was introduced by Miller et al. in 1960 and uses Θ(n) new variables
and Θ(n2) constraints [MTZ60]. A solution with multiple tours contains at least two subtours
and hence, there is a subtour that does not contain l1, the first city in L defined by some
order. By numbering the cities in the order in which they are visited, such a subtour can be
identified.

ui − uj + nx(i,j) ≤ n− 1 2 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n (5.6)
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Equation 5.6 states that when a solution contains a directed edge |lilj |, the numbering of lj
should be greater than or equal to the numbering of li plus one. There is one exception, the
rule does not apply for the outgoing edge of l1. This will ensure that a tour is possible if and
only if it contains l1.

Equation 5.6 also states that the number of any pair of cities, ui and uj , cannot differ more
than n− 1. Note that the value of the right-hand side of Equation 5.6 may replaced by any
any value except a value smaller than n− 1.

Lemma 5. Minimizing function 5.1 with respect to the constraints 5.2, 5.3 and 5.6, results
in one tour visiting every city exactly once.

Proof. First we prove that given an assignment to x which corresponds to a tour visiting all
cities in L exactly once, then Equations 5.2 and 5.3 are satisfied and there is an assignment of u
which satisfies Equation 5.6. Next we prove that given an assignment to x which corresponds
to two or more subtours together visiting all cities in L, then there is no assignment of u that
satisfies Equation 5.6.

• Suppose there is a tour t visiting all cities in L exactly once, which means that Equa-
tions 5.2 and 5.3 are satisfied. Without loss of generality suppose that the order of the
cities visited by t is l1, l2, . . . , ln. This means that x(i,j) = 1 if and only if j = i + 1
with the exception of x(n,1) which is equal to 1. The assignment of u that satisfies
Equation 5.6 is the following: let u1 = n and ui = i− 1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ n.

– When j = i+1 for 2 ≤ i < n, which implies that x(i,j) = 1, Equation 5.6 is satisfied
since we can derive the following:

ui − uj + nx(i,j) = ui − ui+1 + n = (i− 1)− i+ n = n− 1

– When i = n ∧ j = 1, Equation 5.6 is satisfied since we can derive the following:

ui − uj + nx(i,j) = un − u1 + n = (n− 1)− n+ n = n− 1

– When i = 1, Equation 5.6 does not apply since 2 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n does not hold.
– Otherwise x(i,j) = 0 and Equation 5.6 is satisfied since we can derive the following:

ui − uj + nx(i,j) = ui − uj ≤ n− 1

• Assume without loss of generality that there is a subtour [l2, l3, . . . , lk, l2] with 3 ≤ k ≤ n.
Observe that uk − u2 ≤ −1 and ui − ui+1 ≤ −1 hold for 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 since otherwise
Equation 5.6 is not satisfied. Now −(k− 1) ≥ 0 can be derived which is a contradiction
since 3 ≤ k holds.

−(k − 1) ≥ uk − u2 +
k−1∑
i=2

(
ui − ui+1

)
= uk − u2 +

k−1∑
i=2

ui −
k∑
i=3

ui

= uk − u2 + u2 − uk
= 0
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5.4.3 Flow Formulation

The flow formulation was introduced by Gavish and Graves in 1978 [GG78] and uses Θ(n2)
new variables and constraints. As with the sequential formulation, the observation is that to
enforce that the solution contains exactly one tour, one has to eliminate the subtours that do
not contain l1, the first city in L defined by some order. This is possible when a flow network
is defined. The variable y(i,j) denotes the amount of flow through edge |lilj |. Furthermore,
each city li ∈ L \ l1 consumes one unit of flow where l1 is the only city that produces flow.

n∑
j=1
i 6=j

y(j,i) −
n∑
j=2
i 6=j

y(i,j) = 1 i = 2, 3, . . . , n (5.7)

y(i,j) ≤ (n− 1)x(i,j) i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . , n (5.8)

Equation 5.7 states that each city li ∈ L \ l1 consumes one unit of flow. Equation 5.8 states
that each edge |lilj | with flow, that is y(i,j) > 0, is in the tour.

Lemma 6. Minimizing function 5.1 with respect to the constraints 5.2, 5.3, 5.7 and 5.8,
results in one tour visiting every city exactly once.

Proof. First we prove that given an assignment to x which corresponds to a tour visiting all
cities in L exactly once, then Equations 5.2 and 5.3 are satisfied, and there is an assignment
of y which satisfies Equations 5.7 and 5.8. Next we prove that given an assignment to x
which corresponds to two or more subtours together visiting all cities in L, then there is no
assignment of y that satisfies Equations 5.7 and 5.8.

• Suppose there is a tour t visiting all cities in L exactly once, which means that Equa-
tions 5.2 and 5.3 are satisfied. Without loss of generality suppose that the order of the
cities visited by t is l1, l2, . . . , ln. An assignment of y(n,1) = 0 and y(i,i+1) = n − i for
i = 1, . . . , n− 1, satisfies Equations 5.7 and 5.8.

• Assume without loss of generality that there is a subtour [l2, l3, . . . , lk, l2] with 3 ≤ k ≤ n.
Let y(2,3) = f then it follows from Equation 5.7 that y(3,4) = f−1 and y(k,2) = f−(k−2).
We can now derive that Equation 5.7 with i = 2 is equal to −(k − 2) which is a
contradiction since 3 ≤ k holds.

n∑
j=1
i 6=j

y(j,2) −
n∑
j=2
i 6=j

y(2,j) = y(k,2) − y(2,3) = f − (k − 2)− f = −(k − 2)
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5.4.4 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate how the subtour, sequential and flow formulation perform. The
subtour formulation cannot be evaluated in raw form since it needs an exponential num-
ber of constraints. However, Concorde uses the subtour formulation with its cutting-plane
method efficiently [ABCC06, CON]. The sequential and flow formulation define an integer-
programming problem which can be solved by general IP-solvers like CPLEX [CPX] and
lp-solve [LPS]. CPLEX is a popular commercial solver and lp-solve is an open source project
which is also used in industry.

Random TSP instances were generated by randomly choosing x- and y-coordinates from a
uniform distribution. The smallest random instance contained 4 points, the largest contained
400 points. At each case, 100 instances were generated and the average running time was
recorded1. The results are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. The exponential running time is
clearly visible in Figure 5.3. On average CPLEX performs better than lp-solve and the flow
formulation performs better than the sequential formulation. Not that it matters much, on
average none of these solve TSP instances with more than 50 points within 20 seconds on
average.
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Figure 5.3: The average running time of solving TSP instances using CPLEX, Concorde and
lp-solve.

1CPLEX version 11.010 was run on a non-dedicated Intel Quad Core X3323 2.50 Ghz with 16.00 GB RAM.
Concorde version 03.12.19 and lp-solve 5.5.0.15 were run on a dedicated Intel Quad Core Q6600 2.40 Ghz with
3.00 GB RAM. All solvers were allowed to use only one CPU core.
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Figure 5.4: The average running time of solving TSP instances using CPLEX, Concorde and
lp-solve.

On the other hand, Concorde seems to perform very well. Even when we solve instances of
up to 400 points, Concorde solves these within 30 seconds on average, see Figure 5.4. This is
good enough to solve our practical instances. A solder path does not contain more than 100
solder actions. This means that the asymmetric TSP instance does not contain more than
200 points, and therefore the symmetric TSP instance does not contain more than 400 points.

Note that the standard deviation for all solvers was rather large. Concorde and CPLEX with
the flow formulation, have a standard deviation which is approximately equal to the running
time. For the other solvers, this was even worse. This means that there were instances that
took a very long time to solve. Apparently, the difficulty of random TSP instances fluctuates
a lot even when the number of points in the TSP instances is constant.
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Chapter 6

Experiments

This section describes some experiments that were done to show that by using the approach
described in Section 2.2, we are able to quickly generate efficient and good quality solder paths.

For performing the first step ‘finding possible solder actions’, we have implemented the sweep
line algorithm (Section 3.1) and the two transformation algorithm (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2).
We did not implement the transformation algorithm such that keep-out areas are avoided. It
should be fairly easy to add this functionality to our implementation. The sweep line algo-
rithm was performed in four directions: from left to right, right to left, top to bottom and
from bottom to top. The critical distance that defines when a pin lies close to a strip, see
Section 3.1, was taken equal to 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 millimeter. So in order to generate a solder
path, the sweep line algorithms was performed 20 times corresponding to each combination
of direction and critical distance.

For performing the second step ‘choosing solder actions’, we used the integer programming
formulation described in Section 4.2 and used CPLEX to solve the formulation optimally
[CPX]. CPLEX version 11.010 was run a non-dedicated Intel Quad Core X3323 2.50 Ghz
with 16.00 GB RAM using one CPU core.

For performing the last step ‘connecting solder actions’, we transformed the connecting solder
actions problem in a symmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and used Concorde
to solve the TSP instances optimally [CON], see Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Concorde version
03.12.09 and the implemented algorithms described in Chapter 3 were run on a dedicated
Intel Duo Core E8400 3.00 Ghz with 4.00 GB RAM using one CPU Core. Each generated
solution described in this chapter, which consists of two generated solder paths, was generated
within 30 seconds.

Section 6.1 contains an experiment where solder paths were generated and used to solder cir-
cuit boards. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 contain experiments where solder paths were only generated,
these solder paths were not used to solder circuit boards.
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6.1 Product 6159-0800-4500

The goal of the experiment described in this section is to determine if with our approach it is
possible to generate solder paths with a shorter processing time than the solder paths defined
by operators while maintaining solder quality. Since solder quality can only be determined by
examining a product that is soldered, see Section 2.2, the generated solder paths were used
to solder circuit boards.

The circuit board used in this experiment has product number 6159-0800-4500 which is a
product identifier from the company Prodrive. The circuit board contains 240 pins, has a
width of 400 millimeter and a height of 290 millimeter. The solder paths used by Prodrive
for soldering the board are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Operator 1
Time (sec.) Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Soldering time 79.931 49.886
Moving time 0.846 5.804
Processing time 80.777 55.690
Machine time 97.000 73.00

Figure 6.1: Product 6159-0800-4500 soldered with two solder paths defined by an operator.

In order to generate good quality solder paths, the solder paths defined by the operator were
taken as reference point. This means that each set of components that was soldered with one
solder action was merged into a single component, see Section 1.2.4. Also, the parameters
used to generate solder paths were derived from the solder paths defined by the operator, see
Table 6.1. Note that the waiting time twait and the lowering time tlower differ for point-solder
actions and track-solder actions:

• The waiting time for point-solder actions is longer than the waiting time for track-solder
actions. This is done such that enough heat is transferred to the pins when performing
point-solder actions. When performing track-solder actions, heat is also transferred to
the pins when the nozzle is moved while touching the circuit board, so the waiting time
for track-solder actions can be shorter.

• The lowering time for track-solder actions is longer than the lowering time for point-
solder actions. This is done such that the chance of forming a bridge of solder between
pins is minimized when performing track-solder actions. The chance of forming bridges
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is smaller when performing point-solder actions, so the lowering time can be shorter for
point-solder actions.

Parameter Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Diameter (mm.) 14.00 10.00
Extra length (mm.) 8.00 8.00
vmove (mm. / sec.) 100.00 100.00
vsolder (mm. / sec.) 7.00 4.00
lheight (mm.) 7.00 7.00
vz (mm. / sec.) 50.00 50.00
twait for track-solder actions (sec.) 1.00 1.00
twait for point-solder actions (sec.) 2.00 2.00
tlower for track-solder actions (sec.) 1.00 1.00
tlower for point-solder actions (sec.) 0.50 0.50
dinner (mm.) 1.00 0.50
douter (mm.) 1.00 0.50

Table 6.1: The parameters used to generated solder paths for product 6159-0800-4500.

The parameter ‘extra length’ in Table 6.1 enforces that generated track-solder actions are
longer than necessary according to the simple model described in Section 3.2. When the ex-
tra length is for instance equal to 8 millimeter, then the two points that define a track-solder
action can both be moved 4 millimeter such that the total length of the track-solder action
is 8 millimeter shorter and still no pins are close to the boundary of the solder area. The
extra length is used in this experiment to ensure that the generated solder actions are of good
quality.

The generated solder paths are illustrated in Figure 6.2. One solder action was manually
defined namely the solder action in the lower right corner of Figure 6.2. This was done since
according to the operator the component in the lower right corner was a special case and the
pins of this component could only be soldered with the manually defined solder action.

Lemma 1 contains a proof that the approximation factor of a generated solution with re-
spect to the optimal solution is at most one plus the maximum moving time divided by the
maximum soldering time. This only holds though when the first step ‘finding possible solder
actions’ is done optimally. So assuming that we did find at least the solder actions used in the
optimal solution, the maximum processing time of the generated solution in Figure 6.2 is at
most 100· 5.837

65.693 ≈ 9 percent longer than the maximum processing time of the optimal solution.

The generated solder paths illustrated in Figure 6.2 can manually be made more efficient by
swapping some solder actions from one nozzle to the other nozzle. This resulted in a decrease
of almost two seconds of the maximum processing time, see Figure 6.3.

The solder paths in Figure 6.3 were used to solder a circuit board and the solder quality was
determined by an operator as perfect, the same quality as the solder paths defined by the
operator. This was expected since the solder actions in the generated solder paths do not
differ much from the solder actions defined by the operator.
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Generated
Time (sec.) Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Soldering time 65.693 65.673
Moving time 5.080 5.837
Processing time 70.773 71.510

Figure 6.2: Product 6159-0800-4500 soldered with two generated solder paths, the solder
action in the lower right corner is manual defined.

Adjusted
Time (sec.) Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Soldering time 68.113 63.978
Moving time 1.326 5.632
Processing time 69.439 69.610
Machine time 84.000 90.000

Figure 6.3: Product 6159-0800-4500 soldered with two generated solder paths that were
adjusted by swapping some solder actions from one nozzle to the other nozzle.

After the operator was shown the generated solder paths, he came to the conclusion that one of
his solder paths was much longer than the other one which resulted in a maximum processing
time that was 11 seconds longer than the maximum processing time of the generated solder
paths. see Figures 6.1 and 6.3. The operator balanced his solder paths by swapping one
solder action from Nozzle 1 to Nozzle 2 and the maximum processing time decreased with 7
seconds, see Figure 6.4.
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Operator 2
Time (sec.) Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Soldering time 72.426 57.391
Moving time 1.120 5.653
Processing time 73.546 63.044
Machine time 87.000 84.000

Figure 6.4: Product 6159-0800-4500 soldered with two solder paths defined by an operator.
These solder paths are almost the same solder paths in Figure 6.1, only one solder action is
performed by Nozzle 2 instead of Nozzle 1.

Finally, we checked if the processing times computed were the same as the times the SWS
machine took to solder the paths. Unfortunately, this was not the case as is illustrated in
Figures 6.1, 6.3 and 6.4, see the differences between the ‘processing time’ and the ‘machine
time’. The reason for this is that the acceleration of the nozzle was not taken into account
when computing the processing times. Currently it is not known what the function that
describes the acceleration is. The company that manufactured the SWS machine was con-
tacted and they are currently trying to determine the function of the acceleration. When this
function is known, Definition 6 and 7 in Section 1.2.3 should be adjusted. Note that only
these definitions should be adjusted, all described algorithms and formulations may remain
the same.
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6.2 Product 6143-0400-1200

In the previous section we concluded that the processing times computed were different from
the times the SWS machine took to solder the paths. Therefore, it is not very interesting
at this time to compare solder paths with respect to the processing time. The goal of the
experiment described in this section is to determine if with our approach it is possible to
generate solder paths for circuit boards that are difficult to solder.

The circuit board used in this experiment has product number 6143-0400-1200. It contains
930 pins, has a width of 220 millimeter and a height of 233 millimeter. This circuit board is
difficult to solder since many components lie close to each other. The solder paths used by
Prodrive for soldering the board are illustrated in Figure 6.5.

Operator
Time (sec.) Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Soldering time 361.590 391.961
Moving time 8.994 10.942
Processing time 370.584 402.903

Figure 6.5: Product 6143-0400-1200 soldered with two solder paths defined by an operator.

As in the previous section, the parameters used to generate solder paths were derived from
the solder paths defined by the operator, see Table 6.2. However, this time components were
only merged when it seemed efficient to do so.
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Parameter Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Diameter (mm.) 10.00 8.00
vmove (mm. / sec.) 100.00 100.00
vsolder (mm. / sec.) 3.00 3.00
lheight (mm.) 6.50 6.50
vz (mm. / sec.) 50.00 50.00
twait for track-solder actions (sec.) 0.50 1.00
twait for point-solder actions (sec.) 2.00 2.00
tlower for track-solder actions (sec.) 1.00 1.00
tlower for point-solder actions (sec.) 0.50 0.50
dinner (mm.) 0.50 0.50
douter (mm.) 0.50 0.50

Table 6.2: The parameters used to generate solder paths for product 6143-0400-1200.

The generated solder paths are illustrated in Figure 6.6, no solder actions were defined man-
ually. It looks as if the generated solder paths are rather inefficient; some point-solder actions
may be better merged into track-solder actions. However, we were not able to manually define
more efficient solder paths than the solder paths in Figure 6.6. It is difficult to optimize the
solder paths manually by using an illustration as the one in Figure 6.6 since it is difficult to
determine the processing times by looking at the illustration.

Generated 1
Time (sec.) Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Soldering time 259.657 259.910
Moving time 11.547 11.201
Processing time 271.204 271.111

Figure 6.6: Two solder paths generated using the parameters which are defined in Table 6.2.
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An operator may argue that many generated point-solder actions in Figure 6.6 are not desir-
able since replacing these point-solder actions with track-solder actions will result in better
quality solder joints. By taking a larger value for dinner and douter , many point-solder actions
in Figure 6.6 are no longer allowed. The solder paths in Figure 6.7 were generated with dinner

equal to 1.80 millimeter and douter equal to 1.50 millimeter.

Generated 2
Time (sec.) Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Soldering time 298.963 299.343
Moving time 9.856 9.552
Processing time 308.819 308.895

Figure 6.7: Two solder paths generated with dinner equal to 1.80 millimeter and douter equal
to 1.50 millimeter.

The solder paths in Figure 6.7 have a longer processing time than the solder paths in Figure 6.6
but it does contain more track-solder actions and less point-solder actions. So the choice
between Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 depends on how much solder quality may be scarified to
minimize the processing time. Even though the circuit board used in this experiment contains
many pins, the solder paths in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 were generated within 30 seconds.
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6.3 Other Experiments

The goal of the experiments described in this section is to determine how long it takes to
generate solder paths for printed circuit boards. Furthermore, we also would like to give an
estimate on the approximation factor of a generated solution with respect to the optimal
solution. The parameters used to generated the solder paths in this section are defined in
Table 6.3.

Parameter Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Diameter (mm.) 14.00 10.00
vmove (mm. / sec.) 100.00 100.00
vsolder (mm. / sec.) 5.00 5.00
lheight (mm.) 7.00 7.00
vz (mm. / sec.) 50.00 50.00
twait for track-solder actions (sec.) 0.50 1.00
twait for point-solder actions (sec.) 2.00 2.00
tlower for track-solder actions (sec.) 1.00 1.00
tlower for point-solder actions (sec.) 0.50 0.50
dinner (mm.) 0.80 0.80
douter (mm.) 0.80 0.80

Table 6.3: The parameters used to generate solder paths.

Solder paths were generated for six circuit boards, see Tables 6.4 and 6.5. The number of pins
on the circuit boards varied from 116 to 660 pins but each generated solution was generated
within 30 seconds. This means that an operator can interactively work with the implemented
algorithms which is desirable since an operator may want to regenerate solder paths quickly
with different parameters.

Product 6001-0710-1001 6001-0903-4903 6001-1002-5000
Number of pins 116 350 532
Width (mm.) 165 417 430
Height (mm.) 233 233 290
Time (sec.) Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2 Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2 Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Soldering time 28.680 29.100 172.480 172.000 120.620 120.500
Moving time 3.579 3.055 11.111 12.120 12.143 11.794
Processing time 32.259 32.155 183.591 184.120 132.763 132.294
Gap (%) 12.299 7.027 10.067

Table 6.4: Summary of the solder paths generated for products 6001-0710-1001, 6001-0903-
4903 and 6001-1002-5000.
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Product 6159-0500-1501 6180-0600-3901 6180-0900-1000
Number of pins 352 447 660
Width (mm.) 261 210 337
Height (mm.) 289 282 279
Time (sec.) Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2 Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2 Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2
Soldering time 56.720 56.800 64.180 64.480 80.300 80.180
Moving time 5.303 4.836 6.392 6.213 8.711 8.139
Processing time 62.023 61.636 70.572 70.693 89.011 88.319
Gap (%) 9.336 9.913 10.848

Table 6.5: Summary of the solder paths generated for products 6159-0500-1501, 6180-0600-
3901 and 6180-0900-1000.

The differences between the soldering times of the two nozzles are for all generated solutions
small. Since the maximum soldering time is optimally minimized, it was expected that the
soldering times for the two nozzles did not differ much. The difference between the moving
times of the two nozzles is also small which does not mean that the solder paths cannot be
made more efficient, see for instance the solder paths in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.

The approximation factor of the generated solution with respect to the optimal solution is at
most the maximum moving time divided by the maximum soldering time, see Lemma 1. This
approximation factor is denoted in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 as the gap. Lemma 1 does not hold
when the first step ‘finding possible solder actions’ is not done optimally. So assuming that
we did find at least the solder actions used in the optimal solution, the maximum processing
time of each generated solution is at most 12.3 percent longer than the maximum processing
time of the optimal solution.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

We have formally defined the problem of automatically generating solder paths for the selec-
tive wave soldering machine. Since we have proven this problem to be NP-hard, solving the
problem optimally is not feasible. We described an approach that consisted of three separate
steps: finding possible solder actions, choosing which solder actions to use, and connecting the
chosen solder actions. Assuming that these steps are done optimally, the approach will solve
our problem while maintaining a constant approximation factor with respect to the optimal
solution.

For finding possible solder actions, a sweep line algorithm was implemented that generates
strips. Next, an optimal transformation algorithm was described that transforms strips into
solder actions. It was possible to quickly generate efficient solder actions by using these two
algorithms.

To choose which solder actions are actually used in the solder paths, an integer programming
formulation was constructed. The general solver CPLEX is able to solve these formulations
optimally [CPX]. Finally, the solder actions were connected by constructing instances of the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). These instances were optimally solved by using the
TSP solver Concorde [CON].

Experiments have shown that solder paths can be quickly generated for practical instances.
The generated solder paths are efficient with respect to the processing time and they maintain
solder quality. Since the processing times computed differ from the times that the soldering
machine takes to solder the paths, it is not possible to determine the expected decrease of
processing time when using generated solder paths. However, solder paths can now be gen-
erated which is desirable since manually defining solder paths is a tedious job. Furthermore,
when the processing times can be computed correctly, it is almost certain that the processing
times of the generated solder paths are significantly shorter than the processing times of the
solder paths defined by operators.
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Open Problems

• Computing the inscribed circle.
An algorithm is described in Section 3.3.2 that transforms strips into point-solder ac-
tions. The preferred location of such a point-solder action is the center of the inscribed
circle of an area A that is bounded by line segments and circular arcs. We did not com-
pute this inscribed circle. The problem was solved by picking an arbitrary point in area
A which is a correct location for a point-solder action. It would be nice to be able to
compute the inscribed circle of area A since this is the location operators would prefer.
Note that by computing the inscribed circle, the processing time does not necessarily
decrease.

• Avoiding keep-out areas.
The algorithm that transforms strips into solder actions was implemented without the
functionality to avoid keep-out areas, see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. It should be fairly
easy to add this functionality to our implementation. There are cases where it is not
sufficient to adjust the transformation algorithm, for instance when a keep-out area lies
in a dense populated area of pins. It is possible that the sweep line algorithm described
in Section 3.1 generates sets of pins that cannot be soldered with one solder action since
keep-out areas should be avoided. In order to guarantee that a solution is generated
when there exists a valid solution, the sweep line algorithm should also be adjusted.

• Constructing a model for determining solder quality.
It is difficult to determine the solder quality of a solder action without using the solder
action to actual solder pins. A simple model is described in Section 3.2 which states
that pins should not be close to the boundary of solder actions. When this simple model
is used, the generated solder actions often have a good solder quality but we can only
be sure when the solder actions are used to solder pins. It would be nice to have a
model than can indicate beforehand if a solder action forms good quality solder joints.
It is expected that a complete model cannot be constructed but with physics it may be
possible to define a better model than the one described in Section 3.2.

• Improving generated solutions.
Choosing which solder actions to use and connecting the chosen solder actions are done
in two separate steps, see Chapters 4 and 5. Therefore, it is possible that a generated
solution consisting of two solder paths can be manually made more efficient by swapping
solder actions from one nozzle to the other nozzle, see Section 6.1. We have shown that
the maximum processing time of a generated solution is at most 15 percent larger than
the maximum processing time of the optimal solution. However, 15 percent can still be
a couple of seconds so there is room for improvement.

It may be possible to adjust the integer formulation in Section 4.2 such that the moving
time, which is necessary to connect the solder actions, is also taken into account. One
has to careful though since such an adjustment will likely mean that the formulation
becomes much harder to solve. Another approach would be to do some post-processing.
So after a solution is generated, try to improve the solution by swapping solder actions
from one nozzle to the other nozzle.
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